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The Nucleon Meson Transport Code NMTC has evolved as the result of
the contributions made by many individuals. The code NTC, written by
W. E. Kinney, was used as a starting point for developing NMTC, and
many of the concepts and techniques used in NTC are retained in NMTC.
We deeply appreciate the cooperative attitude and advice of H. W. Bertini
which allowed the incorporation of his intranuclear-cascade code into
NMTC and the help of W6. Arline Culkowski in making some of the program-
ming intricacies of the intranuclear-cascade code understandable. We
also thank Mrs. Miriam Guthrie for helpful discussions related to her
evaporation code which is used in NMTC. Discussions with D. C. Irving
concerning his general geometry routines and modifications required to
make the 05R code applicable for present purposes are gratefully acknowl-
edged,
The NMTC code has been developed under the guidance of R. G. Alsmiller,
Jr. His counsel has been invaluable, and many of his ideas are contained
in the code.
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The nucleon meson transport code NMTC computes the transport of
nucleons below 3.5 GeV and muons and eha-^,ad pions below 2.5 GeV. Monte
Carlo methods are employed to provide a detailed description of the trans-
port process. High-energy nucleon-nucleus and pion-nucleus collisions are
treated using the intranuclear-cascade-evaporation model. Virtually arbi-
trary geometries can be specified. The code is written in FORTRAN TV for
the IBM 360/75 and IBM 360/91 computers.
In this report, the method of calculation used by the code is dis-
cussed, and the code input is described. Also, input and output for a








The nucleon-meson transport code NMTC computes the transport of nucleons
below 3.5 GeV and muons and charged pione below 2.5 GeV. Monte Carlo methods
are employed to provide a detailed description of the transport process.
Virtually arbitrary geometries can be specified. The code is written in
FORTRAN IV for the IBM 360/75 and IBM 360/91 computers. apt
NMTC consists of two basic transport codes: NMT and a modified version
of 058. 1 NMT transports particles in the energy range from the source par-
title energy down to a specified cutoff energy which, for nucleons, is
usually chosen between 15 and 50 MeV. Neutrons produced in NMT below the
cutoff energy are transported via, the 05R code. ** Charged particles are
not transported below the NMT cutoff energy.
The source-particle description for NMT is specified in a user-written
subroutine. The source particles may be protons, neutrons, charged pions,
or muons. Arbitrary energy, direction, and spatial distributions for the
source particles may be used, provided that the maximum energy does not
exceed 3.5 GeV for nucleons and 2.5 GeV for muons and charged pions.
Two assembly language subroutines are used: LOC(X), which returns the
absolute memory address of X. and FLRAN(R), which returns a random'
number R uniformly distributed from 0 to 1.
tAvailable memory on these machines varies with the local installation.
Since NMTC has an approximate minimum storage requirement of
575,000 bytes, it may exceed the available memory on some 360/75
machines.
Since NMT provides a complete description of the low-energy neutron
source, the 05R code may be replaced rather easily for most problems
by some other means of low-energy neutron transport.
3The output from MU normally consists of two reels of magnetic tape.
One tape contains a complete description of each neutron produced below the
IM cutoff enemy, and this tape is used as the low-energy neutron source
input for 05R. The other tape, known as the nucleon-pion history tape, con-
tains a series descripticn of each "event" (nuclear interaction, geometry
boundary crossing, pion decay, etc.) which occurred during the transport cal-
culation. Creating such a history tape has the advantage of allowing re-
peated and various analyses of the same transport data. Results of interest
for a particular problem are obtained by reading and processing the transport
data stored on the history tape. Such analysis programs are not a part of the
NMTC code and must therefore be written by the user. The 05R code also pro-
duces a history tape, and results of interest for the low-energy neutron
transport are also obtained by a user written analysis code.
In NW, muons are transported in a separate calculation from nucleon
^k
and pion transport. The muon source description may either be specified
by the user or obtained from the pion-decay data available on a previously 	 o .
e:er.orated nucleon pion history tape.
The manner in which NMTC treats various physical processes in the
transport calculation is described briefly in Sec. 2.
*
 The description of
nonelastic collision products in MU is obtained using the intranuclear-
cascade-evaporation model of nuclear interactions. At each nuclear inter-
action, an intranuclear--cascade and evaporation calculation is performed to
obtain the energy and direction of the emitted nucleons and pions. Con-
sequently, a unique feature of the code is that differential cross sections
*The method of calculation used in an earlier version of NMTC has previously
been published."
, -  X
for nucleon and pion production frc)m nucleon-nucleus and pion-nucleus non-
elastic-collisions are not required as input since they axe, in effect,
computed in the course of the transport calculation.
In Sec. 3, the input preparation for WC is discussed, and several
auxiliary programs for use with WC are described.
In Sec. 4. a sample problem is given -to illustrate the input required
'k
and the output produced by NMTC. Input and output for analysis routines






















2. METHOD OF CALCULATION
2.1 Charged-Particle Enera Loss
The energy loss of protons, charged pions, and moons by the excitation
and ionization of atomiQ electrons is treated using the continuous slowing-
down approximation. Thus, rang,_ Straggling and angular deflections re-
pelting from the stochastic nature of the multiple-scattering process are
not taken into account. An approximate expression for the density-effect
correction is used.3
The code computes proton range-energy
 tables for each material. .r the
system. These same tables are used for moons and charged pions by making
use of scaling relations.4
2.2 Nucleon-Nucleus and Pion Nucleus Nonelastic Collisions
The intranuclear-cascade-evaporation model of nuclear interactions is
employed to obtain the energy and direction of nucleons and pions produced
in nucleon-nucleus and pion-nucleus collisions at energies above the NMT
cutoff. At each nonelastic collision, an intrazuclear-cascade calculation
v
is performed using a subprogram version of Bertini's medium-energy intra-
nuclear-cascade code. 5* The intranuclear-cascade model used assumes that
a nonelastic interaction with a nucleus may be described in terms of par-
ticle-particle collisions occurring within the nucleus and that the kine-
matics of these collisions are not influenced by the remaining nucleon
population. Spatial variations of the energy distribution, number density,
and potential of the nucleons inside the nucleus are taken into account.
*The particular version of the intranuclear-cascade code used in NMT.is
that designated as NECC-=2 by Bert ni. The only difference between the
MECC-2 version used here and theNNECC
-3 version described by Bertini
in Ref. 5 is in the options available for cutoff energies used in the
intranuclear-caseade.ealcula.tion.
6Experimental data for free particle-particle cross sections are used in
tracking particles within the nucleus. The intr-anuclear-cascade products
are comprised of an excited residual nucleus and emitted protons, neutrons,
and 7r+--, 7r7-, and 7r0-mesons .
Pion production in the intranuclear-cascade calculation is based on
the isobar model of Sternheimer and Lindenbaum. 6
 Only single- and double-
pion production in nucleon-nucleon collisions and single-pion production in
pion-nucleon collisions are accounted for. Since the practical thresholds
for ternary pion production by nucleons and double-pion production by pions
are about 3.5 GeV and 2. 5 GeV, respectively, the pion-production model
presently used limits the maximum nucleon and pion energies that may be
considered in NMT.
At present, very little data are a.railable on the isobar angular dis-
tributions. In 1W, an option is provided whereby the scattering angle of
all isobars in the center-of-mass system is selected from one of three dis-
tributions: isotropic, directly forward and backward (with equal probabil-
ity), and 50% isotropic and 50% forward-backward. Based on the recent work
^r
culations.
Below the ME cutoff energies, proton-nucleus and pion-nucleus colli-
sions (except for u-
 capture at rest) are neglected. 'article production
from neutron-nucleus nonelastic collisions in 05R is obtained using the
same evaporation code as used in NW in conjunction with experimental cross-
section data on the 05R/N4TC master cross-section tape.'
2.3 Nucleon-Nucleus and Pion-Nucleus Elastic Collisions
The elastic collisions of protons and pions with all nuclei other than
hydrogen are neglected. The inclusion of elastic collisions by neutrons
with nuclei other than hydrogen is an input option in IM since, in some
instances, these collisions can be neglected without introducing appreciable
error. If these elastic collisions are included, then NMT requires as input
the appropriate elastic--scattering cross sections.**







2.4 Charged-Pion Decay in Flight
Charged pions are unstable and may decay into moons and neutrinos.
Charged-pion decay in flight is taken into account using the known pion
lifetime. The energy and angular distribution of the muon is obtained by
assuming that the pion decay is isotropic in the rest frame of the pion and
by using the Lorentz transformation to transform the distribution from the
pion rest frame into the laboratory system. The neutrino produced is not
considered.
2.5 Charged-Pion Decay and Capture at Rest
Positively charged pions which come to rest (3..e., reach the cutoff
energy) are assumed to decay immediately into a positively charged muon and
a neutrino, and the energy and angular distribution of the muon is obtained
in the same manner as discussed above for pion decay in flight. Negatively
charged pions which come to rest may either decay or be captured by a nuc-
leus, depending on the material atom density. Accordingly, an option is
provided in MU as to the treatment of all w --mesons reaching the cutoff
energy. If decay is specified, all 7r--mesons reaching the cutoff energy
are assumed to decay immediately into negatively charged muons and neu. inos.
If capture is selected, all v -mesons reaching the cutoff energy are forced
to undergo nuclear capture, and the energy and angular distribution of the
particles produced as a result of this capture is obtained using the intra-
nuclear-cascade-evaporation model.. It has previously been shown that this





The neutral pion is very unstable and for practical purposes may be
assumed to decay into two photons at its point of origin. Accordingly, NAT
does not transport neutral pions, although the energy, direction, and spatial
point of the neutral pions produced are written on the nucleon -pion history
tape.
2.7 Muon Decay in Flight and at Rest
Muons are unstable and will decay into electrons or positrons, depend-
ing on the charge of the muons, and into neutrinos. Muon decay in flight
is taken into account using the known muon lifetime, and muons which come
to rest are assumed to decay immediately. No information for the electrons,
positrons, or neutrinos from moon decay is calculated.
2.8 NMT Cutoff Energies
The cutoff energies for proton and neutron transport in NMT are input
variables. The cutoff energy for charged pions is calculated in NMT and
is equal to the proton cutoff multiplied by the ratio of the charged-pion
rest mass to the proton rest mass. Likewise, the cutoff energy for muons
is calculated internally from the proton cutoff and is equal to the proton
cutoff times the ratio of the muon rest mass to the proton rest mass. This
faxed relationship for the charged particle cutoff energies is a consequence
of using the same range-energy tables for all charged particles.
Input values for the neutron and proton cutoff energies are usually
taken to be in the 35- to 50 MeV region since below this energy region the
residual range of charged particles is very short, and, in general, the
intranuclear-cascade--evaporation model becomes inapplicable. The NMT cut-
off energy for neutrons .corresponds to the energy at which a transition is













evaporation model to the treatment of nonelastic collisions by the evapora-
tion model. The most appropriate value for this transition energy is not
well defined. However, the work of Alsmiller and Hermann9 indicate that,
for the cases they considered, at ti 15 MeV the intranuclear-cascade--evap-
oration model is to be preferred over the evaporation model..
2.9 Pseudo Collisions in NW
NM provides an option as to whether or not records describing "pseudo"
collisions which occur during the transport calculation are to be written
on the history tape. These pseudo collisions arise as a consequence of the
sampling schemes used to determine intercollision distances and the particu-
lar type of collision once a collision has occured. * To gave a very simpli-
fied description of these sampling schemes, let E(E) be the actual macro-
scopic cross section for a particular type of collision by a particle with
energy E and let EM be a maximum cross section for this type of collision
such that EM ^ E(E) for all E. The pseudo cross section for this type of
collision is then defined by E P(E) = EM - E(E). Tentative collisions are
selected using Em and then a rejection technique is used to determine if
this tentative collision is a real or pseudo collision. Thus, a tentative
collision will be real with probability E(E)/E M and pseudo with probability
EP (E)/EM. In the case of pseudo collisions, the direction and energy of
the particle are unaltered. The types of collisions referred to here in-
elude not on7.y nuclear collisions but also decay "collisions" by muons and
charged pions.
An exposition of the basic sampling procedures used in NMT has been given
by Coleman.x0
11
To improve estimates of the muon source that results from pion decay,
MC does not allow pion decay (or muon decay) to occur explicitly. Instead,
the statistical weight of the pion (or muon) is multiplied by the nondecay
probability at each collision. Thus, a contribution to the muon source is
made at both real and pseudo collisions. It follows that in a nucleon-pion
calculation pseudo-collision records must be written if muon- source data
are to be read from the nucleon -pion history tape.
Pseudo collisions by nucleons are usually not needed for analysis pur-
poses. An example of an exception is the case where particle fluxes are to
be calculated from collision densities.
If pselido collisions are not needed for subsequent analysis or muon
transport, then it is better that they not be written since pseudo--collision





3. INPUT DESCRIPTION AND CODE OPERATION
3.1	 ITYIT
3.1.1	 NMT Inpu^ t Description
The order of the input for NMT is as follows:
1. The primary NMT input data (described in Sec. 3.1.1.1).
2. Elastic scattering input data, if any (described in Sec. 3.1.1.2).
3. The geometry input data (described in Sec.	 3.1.1,3).
4. Any input required by subroutine SORS (described in Sec. 3.1.2).
3.1.1.1 Primm NMT Input
A description of the cards composing the primary NMT input data is
listed below:
Cards A and D: FORMAT (20A4)
80 columns each of Hollerith identification for the printed output.
Card C: FORMAT (3Z4)
RANDOM: Hexadecimal representation of initial random number
to be used in the generation of random numbers.
Should be positive and end in 1, 3, or 5.
Card D: FORMAT (E10.4, E10.4, E1o.4, 110, I10, I0, A)
a. EMAX: The maximum energy of particles being transported
in MeV. EMAX should be less than 3500 for source
nucleons and less than 2500 for source pions.
For source muons EMAX is arbitrary. However, if
source muon data are to be obtained from a previously
produced nucleon.: pion history tape, then by con-











value of EMAX which was input for the nucleon-pion
calculation, m^ is the charged pion rest mass, and
MIA
is the muon rest mass.
b. ELOP: The cutoff energy in MeV for transporting protons.
The code computes the cutoff energy for pions as
(pion rest mass/proton rest mass) x ELOP = 0.1488 x ELOP,
and for muons as
(muon rest mass/proton rest mass) x ELOP = 0.1129 x ELOP.
c. ELON: The cutoff energL r
 in MeV for transporting neutrons. Normally
ELON will be chosen equal to ELOP. For muon transport ELON
is irrelevant.
d. MXMAT: The number of different media, exclusive of voids, appearing
in the system. 0 < MXMAT 16.
e. MAXCAS: The number of source particles to be started in each batch. y
f. 1AMCH: The number of batches to be run with the present set of input
data. The total number of source particles initiated with the
present input will be MAXCAS*MAXBCH. For muon transport using
a previously produced nucleon-pion history tape, both MAXCAS
i
and MAX.BCH are calculated in subroutine MFPD; hence input values
for these quantities are not used although they axe written on
the muon collision tape.	 -
ii
g. MCOL: If NICOL > 0, each cascade history will be computed only through
the second generation, that is, only through the immediate de-
scendants of source particles. If N1COL 5 0, all generations
	 s
will be computed, Normally N1C0L is input as 0 or left blank.
JJN1COL is irrelevant for muon transport.
F
eCard E: FORMAT (I10, 1110, 110, I10, 110, 110)
a. NQUIT: The number of runs with the present set of input data.
Normally NQUIT will be input as 1.	 At the end of
each run, signaled by NCOL = -4 (see 3.1.4), subroutine
USER(NCOL) is called. The standard version of this
routine is a dummy. The user may provide his own
version of USER to output specified variables or to
change certain input quantities before the code cal-
culates the next run, if any. In both cases, it will
usually be necessary to include a labeled common
called COMON (see page 58). USER is also called at the
end of each batch.
b. NEUTP: If nucleons and pions are to be transported, NEUTP is
the logical number for the tape on which descriptions
of neutrons appearing below ELON are written. If the
transport is for muons and source muons are to be ob-
tained from a previously produced nucleon-pion history
tape, then NEUTP is the logical number of the nucleon-
pion history tape,
c, NBERTP: The logical number of the tape containing the data
needed in the intranuclear--cascade and evaporation
calculations. If a calculation is to be made for















d. NPOWR2: NGROUP = 2HPOWR2 . NGROUP is the number of energy
groups used in computing the range and energy tables.
NPOWR2 ^ 11. Normally a value of 10 or 11 should be
input.
e. NPIDK: If NPIDK is positive, w- mesons reaching the w energy
cutoff (= .1+88 ELOP) will be assumed to decay at the
spatial point where the cutoff has been reached. For
NPIDK < 0, w- mesons reaching their energy cutoff will
be forced to interact via the intranuclear-cascade
subroutine. NPIDK is irrelevant for muon transport.
f. NHSTP: The logical tape number of the nucleon-pion or muon
history tape. If NHSTP is input as 0, it is assumed
that the user will not write a history tape but will
provide his own version of subroutine ANALYZ which
normally writes the history tape.
a	 b	 c	 d
Card F: FORMAT (E10.4, E10.4, i10, 20X 9 I10)
All of the quantities on this card except NSEUDO are irrelevant
for muon transport.
a. ANDTT: A signal to indicate the assumed angular distribution
of isobar states produced in nonelastic collisions
with nucleons.
0.: distribution 50% isotropic, 50% forward-backward,
l.: all isotropic,
L.: all forward.-backward.













should be input as 0.
c.	 NEXITE: EX, the excitation of the residual nucleus immediately
following an in.tranuc:lear cascade is determined by an
energy balance involving the incident-particle kinetic
energy, the escaping particle kinetic energies, and
the average binding energy of the most loosely bound
nucleon in the nucleus (taken as a constant w 7 MeV).
EREC, the kinetic energy of the recoiling nucleus prior
to evaporation, is computed from a momentum balance in-
volving the incident and escaping-particle momenta.
If NEXITE > 0, the code executes the FORTRAN statement
EX = EX - EREC, and this new value of EX is used as
input to the evaporation calculation,
	 If B?EXITE	 0,
EREC is not subtracted from the value.of EX that is
computed initially. 	 In t1-is case, the values determined
F
for EX will be conservatively high since the kinetic
energy of the nucleus is not taken into account.	 Con-
versely, setting NEXITE > 0 will occasionally result
in a negative value for EX since the scheme for calcu-
lating EX, and then EREC, does not yield a precise con- 1-
servation of energy and momentum.
	
When a negative value s
f:





d.	 NSEUDO: If NSEUDO > 0, all pseudo collision records in all




For NSEUDO _ 0	 all of these
records will be excluded.	 A contribution to the muon
source is made at all pion collisions. 	 It follows
that in a nucleon-pion calculation pseudo collision
records should be written (NSEUDO > 0) if muon source
data are to be read from the nucleon--pion history tape.
Card u:	 FORMAT
a	 b	 c	 d
(E10. 3, I10, I10, I10)
a.	 ELAS: The energy (MeV) above which elastic scattering of
neutrons with nuclei other than hydrogen is ignored
(5 100 MeV).
b.	 NOELP-S: The total number (i.e., for all media) of different




c.	 NELSTP: The logical number of the BCD tape containing the
elastic scattering data for NOELAS nuclides.	 If
NELSTP is the logical number of the standard input,
	 P	 ,
the code expects all of the elastic scattering data E
to be input on cards after the primary NMT input
data and before the geometry input data.
r
d.	 NLEDIT: An elastic-scattering data edit signal:
= 0.	 no edit,
.,.
0:	 print'an`edit of all the elastic-scattering





The following cards, HM and IM 
e 1 ,.. . 3 HM ,NEL(M) are input for each
medium:
a	 b	 c
Card AM : FORMAT (E10.4 9 I10 0
 110)
a. DENH(M): The density (atoms/cm3 ) of hydrogen in medium M
multiplied by 10-2 4.
b, NEL(M): Uae number of nuelide type s other than hydrogen
in medium M. 1 :^ NEL(M) < 10.
c. NOEL(M): The number of nuclide types (other than hydrogen)
for which elastic scattering is to be considered
in medium M. 0 5 NOEL(M) :S NEL(M).
Card (s) IM,,.: FORMAT (E10 . ^, • E10.4 2 .E10.4 5 I10 )
a. ZZ(N,M): The charge number of the Nth nuclide in the Mth
medium.
b. A(N,M): The mass number of the Nth nuclide in the Mth
medium; A(N,M) > 1.
c. DEN(N,M): The atom density (atoms/cm 3 ) of the Nth nuclide
19
The order of the IM N cards for a given medium must be such that all 	 rO
nuclide types that are elastic scatterers are listed first; i.e., the first
NOEL(M) nuclide types should be elastic scatterers with ID(N,M) > 0. If
elastic scattering is not desired for a particular nuclide, then ID(N,M) for
this nuclide should be 0. If elastic scattering is not used for any nuclide,
then ELAS, NOELAS, NELSTP, NLEDIT 2 NOEL(M), and ID(N,M) should all be zero.
The media numbers selected must start at 1 and run consecutively through
	 'S
IVD MAT .
The order of the HM
 and IM2N cards is: Hl' 112110 I1,2 , " " z1,NEL(1)5
H2 , 12,1 5 I2 5 2 5•6,0 12,NEL(2)" 6•2 HMXMAT' IMXMAT,V IMKMAT9220•41
IMMT 9 NEL (MXMAT )
3.1.1.2 Elastic-Scattering Input *
If so specified on cards G, HM , and IM }F above, NMT will treat the
elastic scattering of neutrons with nuclei other than hydrogen in the energy
range from ELON to ELAS. The neutron direction after scattering is chosen
4
from the linearly anisotropic distribution P(u) = (1 + 3f Ip)/2, where p is	 f
r
the cosine of the scattering angle. The elastic-scattering cross sections.
	 !
E
and f values at various energy pe-ints from ELON through ELAS are required
as input by MU
The input format for the elastic-scattering data is given. below. It 	 3	 ^
will be assumed that NELSTP on Card G is specified as the logical number
r.	 °I
of the standard input so that card input is used for the elastic-scattering
data.
*A method of obtaining elastic-scattering data from the 05R/NMTC master
cross--section tape in the format required for NM is given in Sec. 3.1.3,
20
Card J: FORMAT (1 5 5 155, 15 5 15 5, F10.5 5 5A6)
a. IDT(1): Element identifier [conventionally, equal to (the
charge number) X 1000 + (mass number), with mass
number equal to zero for elements having natural
isotopic composition].
b. IDT(2): Cross section identifier (conventionally, 2 for
elastic-scattering cross sections, 71 for f l values).
c. IDT W : May be left blank.




Atomic mass of element.
f. Thirty characters of Hollerith input.
The only number on Card J which is used internally by NMT is IDT(4);
all other input is for identification purposes only.
Cards K: FORMAT (E.5, E15
	
15	 ,5)
a. ES:	 Energy, in eV, for the elastic-scattering cross
section.
b. SIDE:	 Elastic--scattering cross section, in barns, at
energy ES.
Card L: Blank card.
Card M: This card has the same format as Card J and should contain
the same information except that IDT(4) now refers to the




Cards N: FORMAT (E15.5, E1 5.5)
a. EF:	 Energy, in eV, for the f^ values.
b. Fl:	 f? value at energy EF.
Card 0: Blank card.
21
The series of K and N cards must be arranged in order of decreasing
energy, and the highest energy value must be >_ ELAS and the lowest value
must be : ELON. There must be NQSELAS sets of cards J through 0, and the
order of these sets must be correlated with ID(N,M) on card IMN .  To il-
9
lustrate, consider a material configuration containing two media with
medium 1 composed of hydrogen, oxygen, and aluminum and medium. 2 composed
of oxygen and lead. Suppose that neutron elastic scattering is desired
for all nuclides except lead and that oxygen is listed as the first nuclide
on card IM N .	 Then NOELAS = 2, NOEL(1)
a
= 2, ID(l,l) = 1, ID(2,1) = 2,
NOEL(2) = 1 9 ID(1 0 2) = 1, and ID(2,2) = 0.	 Thus, the elastic-scattering
data for oxygen would be input first and followed by the data for aluminum.
3.1.1.3 NMT Geometry Input
The geometry routines in NMT are identical to those used in 05R, and
the geometry input is described in the 05R manual. However, internal voids
in NMT must be designated by medium number 6666 in the geometry input,
whereas in the 05R geometry input internal voids are designated by medium




The statistical weight of a pion or muon is reduced at these collisions to.t
account for decay. For nucleons, the total cross section in medium 6666,
which is equal to the pseudo cross section, is arbitrarily set equal to 	 !{








The source-particle data required by NMT are as follows:
E(1) = the source particle kinetic energy in MeV;
X(1) = the source particle x position coordinate in cm;
Y(I) = the source particle y position coordinate in cm;
Z(l) = the source particle z position coordinate in cm;
U(1) = the source particle x direction cosine;
V(1) = the source particle y direction cosine;
W(1) = the source particle z direction cosine;
WT(l) = the source particle statistical weight;










The above source-particle data must be furnished in subroutine SORS
(NCOL), which is written by the user. SORS is called when NCOL = -1
(start of run), NCOL = 1 (source particle), and NCOL = -4 (end of run).
Any input required by SORS should be read in when SORS is called with
NCOL = -l. Since the parameters E(1) through TIP(1) are stored in
labeled common COMON, this common must be included in subs=jutine SORS.
}t
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the listing of subroutine SORS used for the NMTC sample problem (Sec. 4).
e
In IM muons are transported in a separate calculation from nucleons
and pions. If NBERTP 0 (see Sec. 3.1.1.1), it is assumed that all pax-
ticles are muons, whereas 0 < NBERTP indicates that all particles are either
nucleons or pions. The user should choose values for TIP(1) that are in
accordance with the value of NBERTP. When muon source data are to be read
from a previously produced nucleon-pion history tape, subroutine SORS (NCOL)
should contain the FORTRAN statement CALL MFPD(NCOL). Subroutine MFPD calls
REDNMT (see Sec. 3.1.4) to read the nucleon-pion history tape and calculates
parameters E(1) through TIP(1) for each source muon. It is assumed that muons
are created from pion decay that occurs isotropically with respect to the
pion at rest.
3.1.3 Obtaining IM Elastic-Scatterin& Data: Program PUNCROSS
One source of elastic-scattering data needed by IM is the 05R/NMTC
master cross-section tape. This tape contains elastic-scattering cross sec-
tions and f^ values in the energy range of interest for a variety of elements.
The program PUNCROSS is provided to read the master cross-section tape and to
output on cards the elastic-scattering data needed by IM. These output cards
from PUNCROSS have the same format as cards J through 0 described above and
w.
The program PUNCROSS was obtained by modifying slightly the 05R auxiliary
program PUNCHSIG. Whereas PUNCHSIG punches cross sections at all energy points
present on the master tape for a specified element and cross-section type,
f	 _
PUNCROSS punches only those cross sections in a specified energy range.
*A list of the elements for which cross sections are`given on the 05R/NMTC
	 -.-
master tape - is giVet in Sec: 3.2. 50
can be input direcly into MO.
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The input description for PUNCROSS is as follairs:
a b








a. MTAPE: Logical tape number of the master cross-section
tape.
b. NTAPE: Logical number of the punch tape for card output.
Card B: FORMAT (E10.4, E10.4)
a. ELON: The lower energy limit (MeV) for which cross
sections are desired. Normally, this energy
should correspond to the neutron energy cutoff
used in NMT (ELON in NMT input).
b. ELAS: The upper energy limit (MeV) for which cross
sections are desired.
The punched card output will contain cross sections in the energy range from
the first energy point on the master tape below ELON through the energy
point on the master tape equal to (or the first above) energy ELAS.
Card(s) C: FORMAT (159 5)
a. IDELM: Element identification number of cross sections to
be punched.
b. IDSIG: Cross-section identification number of cross sections
to be punched.
The conventions used for IDELM and IDSIG axe given in Section 3.2.5. Card C
must be repeated for each set of.eross sections to be punched.












The program terminates by reading the end--of-file on the standard input
tape. The Logical numbers for the standard input and output are set in-
ternally to 5 and 6, respectively.
The printed output from PUNCROSS includes cross sections at all enemy
points on the master tape corresponding to IDELM and IDSIG. This is followed
by the printed output for cross sections requested in the energy range from
ELON to ELA_S .
3.1.4 NMT Analysis by History- Tape
The standard version of NMT writes on tape a series description of in-
dividual events which constitute the cascade initiated by source particles.
Creating such a history tape has the advantage of allowing repeated and various
analyses of the same data. The particle events are characterized by event or
' tcollision" parameters. When a history tape is to be created, the standard
version of subroutine ANA.LYZ (NCOL) writes at least one binary FORTRAN record
per particle event. These records contain values for the following collision
parameters:
1. NCOL: An integer identifying the type of "collision.''
NCOL : -4 End of run
--3 End of batch
	 ?	 a r
-2 Not presently used
-1 Start of run
26 (
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7	 Internal medium boundary crossing
2, NOCAS: An integer identifying the current cascade.
3. NAME: An integer identifying the current particle within
the current cascade.
MAT: An integer identifying the medium prior to the current
event.
5. NM : An integer identifying the medium of the murrent event.
At an internal boundary crossing or an escape, MAT and
MUD will identify the old and new media, respectively;
at all other eve3,ts, MAT and LAMED will have the same
value. 'ar	 ,
6. x
7. Y The position coordinates of the preceding event in cm.
8. Z
9 xC
14. YC The position coordinates of the current event in cm. r
11 • zC 'j	 -
1:
12. OLDWT: The statistical weight of the particle before the event
at (XC, YC, ZC).
13. W: The statistical weight of the particle after the event
at (XC, YC, ZC).
14. E: The kinetic energy of the particle at (X,Y,Z) in MeV.











Thy- x, y, and z direction cosines, respectively, of
17. V
u'ue particle at (XC,YC,ZC) .
18. W








20. BOLD: A packed word giving the geometric block and zone
location of (X,Y,Z).
21. B.LZ: A packed word giving the geometric block and zone
location of (XC,YC,ZC).
22. LELEM; An integer identifying the struck--nucleus type within
a medium:
LELEM: -1 Hydrogen
0 The value given when a pseudo collision occurs
1 9
 2,... The nuclei types, excluding hydrogen,
according to the order in which they
are given in the input
23. NOPART: The number of intranuclear-cascade particles produced in
a nuclear teracticn; for pseudo collisions NOPART = --1.
24. NABOV: The total number of intranuclear-cascade particles pro -








25. NBELO: The total number of intranuclear-cascade particles pro-
duced below the cutoff energies in a nuclear interaction.
26. APR:	 The mass number A of the residual nucleus after intxa-
nuclear cascade and evaporation.
27. ZPR:	 The charge number Z of the residual nucleus after intra-
nuclear cascade and evaporation.
28. EREC: The kinetic recoil energy of the residual nucleus after
evaporation in MeV.
29. EX:	 The excitation energy of the compound nucleus prior to
evaporation in MeV,
30. HEVSUM: The sum of the kinetic energies of all charged particles,
other than protons, which are emitted during nuclear
evaporation.




37.	 NPART(6): The number of evaporated neutrons, protons,
deuterons, tritons, 3He's, and alphas,
respectively.
For start of run, end of batch, and end-of-run "collisions," only NCOL
is relevant, and parameters 2 through 37 are zero. For source "collisions"
EC, XC, YC, and ZC are undefined; the energy and position of source particles
are stored in E, X, Y, and Z. Parameters 26 through 37 are relevant only for
NCOL = 2 or 6, and parameters 22-25 are relevant only for NCOL ° 2, 5, or 6.
P9
{i
If a nuclear interaction occurs and NABOV is greater than zero, a
record of the products having energies above cutoff is written containing:
NAMEA(I): The name of the product particle.
TIPA(I): The type of particle (see values for TIP).
EA(I):	 The kinetic energy of the particle in MeV.
UA(I)
VA(I)	 The x, y, and z direction cosines of the particle.
WA(1)
WTA(I):	 The statistical weight of the particle.
The index I runs from 1 through N'ABOV. An NABOV record is not written for
pseudo collisions. At these collisions, the particle name, type, kinetic
energy, and flight direction cosines are unaltered and are given by NAME, TIP,
EC, U, V, and W,, respectively. However, for pions and muons the statistical
weight will be decreased so that WT < OLDWT.
If KBELO is greater than zero, a record of the products having energies
;a
below cutoff is written. containing:
TIB(I): The type of particle (see values for TIP).
EB(I): The kinetic energy of the particle in MeV.
UB(I)
VB(I)	 The x, y, and " direction cosines of the particle.
WB(I)
WTB(I): The statistical weight of the particle.








If NPART(J) is greater than zero, a record of evaporation products is
written containing:
r', r
WTEVAP:	 The common statistical weight of the evaporated particles.
,
EPART(K,J):	 The energy of the Kth evaporated particle.	 The index K
runs from 1 to NPART(J). 	 A maximum of two records will
- be written corresponding to neutrons (J = 1) and protons
(J - 2).
HEPART(K,L): The energy of the Kth evaporated particle of the Lth type.
A maximum of four records will be written corresponding
1 to deuterons (L = 1), tritons (L = 2) 9 3He (L W 3), and
:i alphas (L - 4),
. J Subroutine REDNMT is provided to rein. the history tape. 	 The user's
- analysis program should call subroutine REDNMT to read each particle event
on the tape.	 REDNMT stores collision parameters 1 through 37 and any
NABOV, NBELO, or NPART(J) data for the event into a labeled common called
LABEL.	 The call statement for REDNMT is CALL REDNMT.	 There are no arguments
±	 } in the call statement since all communication between REDNMT and the user's
analysis program is through LABEL.	 The user's analysis program must set
NHST (the logical number of the history tape to be read) and 10 (the logical
number of the tape for printed output) before the first call to REDNMT.
.n9
*REDNMT increments the logical.number of the history tape fNHST) each time
an end--of-tape (or end-of-file) marker is read,.	 'Whether or not this
= marker is detected by the program depends upon the manner in which the
local operating system handles multre,.l deua_ sets.
	
For the °ORNL operating
system, the end-of-tape marker is not detected by the program so that NHST








Common LABEL should appear in the user's NNIT analysis program as:
COMMON /LABEL/NHST ,N , IN, IO ,NCOL ,NOCAS ,NAME ,MAT ,NMED , LELEM, NOPART ,
NABOV,NBEL0 5MAXBCH,MAXCAS,K MAT,NGROUP,NPIDK,NICOL,NQUIT,NEXCT,




BOLD , BLZ , HEPX3T (l00 , 4 )
Most of the variables in LABEL have been defined previously in the EMT
input description (Sec. 3.1.1.1) or in this section; the others are defined
below:
N: Value of NBERTP used in NMT input.
IN: Not used by REDNM`I.
SIGG,SIGMX,HSIGG: Cross sections which are used by NMT and are written
on the history tape.
EMIN(1): The cutoff energy in MeV used by MU in transporting particles
of type 1. I = 1,...,7 corresponds to protons, neutrons, 7r
i;
o - +W ,	 ,	 ,




3.1.5 Analysis During Transport Calculation
One may choose not to write a history tape, in which case the user must
.replace the standard version of subroutine ANALYZ(NCOL) with his own version.
Pertinent information is then obtained via the nonstandard subroutine ANALYZ
(NCOL) during the NMT transport calculation. ANALYZ(NCOL) is called by the
main program in NMT, and the particular event type is indicated by the value
i
of NCOL.	 Collision parameters are stored in common COMON.
3.1,6	 Program ENMT
An NMT history tape may be edited using the program MM.	 This program
prints all of the collision parameters for each particle event.
	
The output
of EM is useful for uncovering analysis program errors and will often pro-
vide the user with a better understanding of how NMT operates.
The input description for this program is as follows:
a	 b	 c	 d	 e
Card A:	 (110, 110 5, I10, 110, 110)
a.	 NHSTP:	 The logical number of the history tape.
b.	 NBCHl:	 The batch number in which editing will begin,
NBCH1 ? 1.
c.	 NCA.S1:	 The cascade number (within NBCHl) at which .-
editing will begin, NCAS1 ? 1.
d.	 NBCH2:	 The batch number in Which editing will
terminate, NBCH2 >_ 1.
w
ii
e.	 NCAS2:	 The cascade number (within NBCH2). at which editing
Will terminate..	 If .NCAS2 is input as zero, an
edit will be obtained: through the last cascade
in NBCH2.





The treatment of nonelastic collisions in 05R is left to the discre-
tion of the user. The description of nonelastic collision products is com-
puted in subroutine INELAS. In the NMTC version of 05R, nonelastic colli-
sions with nuclides other than D and 9Be are treated using compound nucleus




3.2.3_ Modifications to the standard version of 05—R*
The standard 05R routines BANKR, GETNC, I_NELAS, MAIN, MSOJUR, and
OUTPT have been modified for the NMTC version of 05R. Also, subroutines
DRES, QVAL, DOST, ENERGY, and DN2N have been added to the standard version.
Subroutine MSOUR has been modified to read, source neutron data from the
neutron tape generated by ME.
3.2.2 05R Input
The order of the input for the NMTC version of 05R is as follows:
1. Input required by the standard version of 05R, which is
described in the 05R manual. 1 (Since the NMTC version of
reads the neutron source data from the neutron tape generated
by MU, all source parameters on Card G of the standard
input may be left blank.)
2. A card giving the logical number of the neutron source tape
(FORMAT 15'). This is the NEUTP tape generated by NMT.
`	 3. Input for subroutine INELAS (described in Sec. 3.2.3).












INELAS calls subroutine DRES, which is a subroutine version of the EVAP-4
evaporation code. *7 Nonelastic collisions with deuterium are treated using
the scheme suggested by Kalos, Goldstein, and Ray," in which it is assumed
that the momenta of secondaries are uniformly distributed in the center-of-
mass system,. For beryllium, the nonelastic process is assumed to be en-
tirely (n,2n) with both neutrons being emitted isotropically in the lab-
oratory system. The energy spectra of these neutrons are obtained from the
data of Buckingham, Parker, and Pendlebury.12
The input for INELAS is as follows:
a
Card A: FORMAT (15)
a. NBT: The logical number of the tape containing the data
for the evaporation calculations. This is the same
as the NBERTP tape used by NMT. INELAS reads over
the intranuclear-cascade data and then reads in the
evaporation data.
The evaporation data are the same as those described
in ref. 7. If 9Be and/or D are the only materials
used, then NBT should be input :S 0 and no tape supplied.
Card BM: FORMAT (159 5)
a. M EL(M): The number of inelastic scatterers in medium. M. 	 t
fR
b. LD{M):	 The number o:i el4;-tic scatterers in medium M.
*The DRES subroutine is
	 o used for evaporation in ME and is identical





CardCM3K : FORMAT (E10.0 0
 E10.0)
a. ZNO(K,M): The charge number of the target nucleus for the
Kth inelastic scatterer in medium M.
b. ANO(K,M): The mass number of the target nucleus for the Kth
inelastic scatterer in medium M.
M must be 5 16 and K must be < 8. The order of the inelastic
scatterers in a given medium must be the same as the order used
in generating the systems data tape.
3.2.4	 Cross-Section Requirements for the NWC Version of 05R
Some care must be exercised in specifying th.: cross-section input to the
MMTC version of 05R so that the nonelastic subroutine INELAS is called with
t
the proper probability. 	 Since 05R does not allow low-energy neutron absorp-
tion to occur explicitly, the neutron weight is reduced at each collision
site by the nonabsorption probability.	 Consequently, subroutine INELAS should
be called with probability (znonel
	
Ea ) / zV where Znonel is the nonelastic
cross section, Ea is the cross section for low-energy neutron absorption,
and Et is the total cross section.	 In the context of the cross-section
nomenclature used in the 05R manual,1 (znonel - Ea ) takes on the same meaning
as the "inelastic" cross section and the "scattering" cross section corre-
sponds to Z s 	 Zel + Enonel	 Ea r where Zee. is the cross section for elastic .
scattering.	 The formal definition of the total cross section is unchanged
a
(	
- ^s + Ea )• -.t
For most elements the low-energy neutron absorption is due entirely to
radiative ca Lure«	 There are, h.owever.`,- notable exceptions.
	
For example, i
nitrogen has a large (n,p) cross. section for thermal and epithermal neutrons,
and this cross section should be included in Ea and subtracted fromnonel
I1
3. On Card D of the primary 05R input, LF1 should be input as zero
for all "inelastic" scatterers since the actual angular distri-
bution is computed in subroutine INELAS for nonelastic inter-
actions.
3.2.5 Cross Sections on the 05R/NMTC Master Cross-Section T ape
The master cross-section tape referred to here is designated as
"05R/NMTC" to distinguish it from the "05R" master cross-section tape that
is made available by RSIC*
 as part of the code package for the standard
version of 05R. The principal difference between these two cross-section
libraries is that the cross sections for most elements on the 05R/NMTC tape
extend to higher energies than those.present on the 05R tape. The two
4Radiation Shielding Information Center, located at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 37830.
^a
36
in energy range from thermal to, say, an energy near the first excited level
of the compound nucleus. Otherwise, INELAS could be entered by, say, a
thermal neutron, and erroneous results would be obtained.
In summary, the following constraints should be noted in preparing the
input to the NMTC version of 05R.
1. In preparing the systems data tape (CODE 6), the elastic-scattering
cross sections for all nuclides should be called for before the
"inelastic"-scattering cross sections. (This order is made
necessary by the manner in which subroutine INELAS is programmed.)
2. The cross sections needed are total, elastic, and nonelastic minus
low-energy neutron absorption. These cross sections are specified
on Cards D of the CODE 6 input.
libraries also differ in that the elements for which cross sections are given
are not the same, and cress sections given for some elements that are present
on both tapes have been taken from different sources.
A list of the cross sections contained on the 05R/IWC master cross-section
tape is given in Table I. 	 A particular cross--section set is identified on the
tape by an index denoting the element and an index denoting a particular type
of cross section for this element.
	 The index for element identification (which
is used to denote both elements and isotopes) is, by convention, 1000 x Z + A, f
where Z is the atomic number and A is the mass number.
	 A is set to zero for
elements having a natural isotopic composition.	 The following convention is
used for cross-section identification: F'-
1 = total
2 = elastic scattering
.9 = nonelastic
^:	 4 5
19 = nonelastic minus low--energy neutron absorption
F
20 = (n ,Y)
21 = (n,p)
71 = the f^ 'values for elastic scattering
A complete edit of the cross--section tape can be obtained by running
_r


















Element	 Identifier	 Sections	 (MeV)
H 1001 1, 2 5 20 100
C 6000 19 2 5, 9 9 71 100
N 7000 19 2 5 9 1, 19 1, 21, 71 100
0 8000 15 2, 9, 19, 20 5, 71 100
Na 11000 15 2, 9, 19, 20, 71 25
Mg 12000 19 2 5 9 5 19, 20 9 71 25
Al 13000 15 2 5, 9 5 19 9 20, 71 100
Si 14000 1, 2 9 9 5 19, 205, 71 25
P 15000 1, 2 3 9 2, 19 9 20 5, 71 19
S 16000 1, 2, 9, 19, 20, 71 18
Cl 17035 19 2 5, 9 0 19, 20 9 71 15
K 19000 15 2 9 9, 19, 20, 71 25
Ca 20000 1, 2, 9, 19 5 20, 71 25
Ti 2201'4 1, 2, 9 5, 20, 71 30
Fe 26000 1, 2 2, 19 9 71 100
Cu 29000 15 2 9 9, 71 100
Cd 48112 1, 2, 9, 195, 71 15








Subroutine RED05R (LOG1, LOO X, NTYPE, NWPCOL) is available to read
05R history tape(s). The arguments are defined as follows:
LOG1 = The logical number of the first history tape.
LOGMAX = .The logical number of the last history tape. If there
are M history tapes, then LOGMAX = LOG1 + M - 1.
NTYPE = An integer denoting the type of data returned by RED05R;
NTYPE: 0 normal "collision" data
I end of batch
3 end of run
NWPCOL = The number of words (collision parameters) per collision,
1 S NWPCOL :^ 36.
The first calling of RED05R must provide values for the arguments LOG1,
LOGMAX, and NWPCOL. The value of NWPCOL is obtained from the printed 05R
output. NTYPE is returned to the calling program by RED05R. A return. with
NTYPE = 0 indicates that RED05R has stored values for the collision parameters




4. NMTC SAMPLE PROBLEM
4.1 S2 ale Problem Description
Input, output, and appropriate analysis routines will be illustrated
for a sample NMTC calculation. Consider a beam of 1500-MeV 7r+-mesons
normally incident on a Pb slab 18-em*
 thick in the z direction and infinite
in the x and y directions. The source is uniformly distributed over the
slab surface at z = 0 cm and has a strength of 1 particle/cm 2-sec (see
Fig. 1).
To define the quantities that will be calculated by the analysis pro-
grams, let
12 (z ,E,SZ; i) dEd62
be -the expected number of particles of type i at space coordinate z, with
energy E in dE, going in the direction specified by the unit vector Q with-
in the element of solid angle N per unit area normal to z per unit time.
Here, 2 is a unit vector that is normal to the slab in Fig. 1 and is in the









































J^(z;i)	 f	 d9 	 dE J^(z,E,SZ;^.)
E1(i)
^ • ^<0	 E2(i)
J (z;i) = f
	
N 1	 dE Jn(z,E,h;i)z	 E1(i)	 z
These quantities will be referred to as the positive and negative par-
tial currents, respectively, where i denotes the particle type. Jz(z;i)
and J (z;i) are calculated in the sample problem for z = 0, 6 1 12, and
18 cm..
The E 2 (i) values correspond to EMAX and are 1500 MeV for nucleons and
pions and 1533 MeV for muons. For protons, pions, and muons, the values of
E I (i) correspond to the cutoff energies for those particle types in NMT.
A value of 15 MeV is used for the proton and neutron cutoff energies in NMT.
From the proton cutoff, it follows that the cutoff for pions is
15 x 0.1488 = 2.23 MeV. The muon cutoff is selected as 0.1 MeV, so that
in the muon-transport calculation ELOP is input as 0.1/0.1129 = 0.8857 MeV,
05R is used to transport neutrons below 15 MeV, and thermal neutrons are
transported using a one-speed model with isotropic scattering in the lab-






3 - it	 2.23
5 -- rf	 2.23
6 -- u+ 	 0.10
0.10
Negative pions reaching 2.23 MeV are assumed to undergo nuclear interaction;
	
ti
i.e., NPIDK is input as 0.
When an internal boundary is specified in the geometry input, medium
;z
boundary crossings will be reported only if the adjacent regions are assigned
different medium numbers. For this reason, the geometry is specified using
1.
two media as shown in Fig. 2. The cross sections and densities of media l
and 2 are, of course, identical.
4.2 Intercode Information Transfer
Figure 3 illustrates the code-to-code flow of information in running
the sample-problem. The IM nucleon-pion-transport. and NMT muon--transport
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in the NMT input for muon transport. The nucleon-pion-analysis and muon--
analysis blocks in Fig. 3 are enclosed by dashed lines because both analyses
are done in the same program in the sample problem.
4.3 Listings of Input, Output,_and Analysis Programs for Sample Problem
The card input for program PUNCROSS, which generates the elastic-
scattering data needed by NMT, is given in Table II, and the printed output
is shown in Table III.
A listing of the MU subroutine SOBS, which was written specifically
for the sample problem, is shown in Table IV.
Card input and printed output for NMT are given in Tables V and VI,
respectively.
A listing of the NMT analysis program written for the sample problem
is given in Table VTI, and the card input and printed output are given in
Tables VIII and IX, respectively. The input consists of two cards. The
first card contains the logical number of the nucleon-pion history tape
(FORMAT I10) and the second card contains the logical number of the muon
history tape (FORMAT I10).
Input and output for CODE 6 of the XSECT program, which is used to
generate the 05R systems data tape, are shown in Tables X and XI, respec-
tively.
Card input and printed output for 05R are given in Tables XII and XIII,
respectively.
A listing of the 05R analysis program written for the sample problem
is given in Table XIV, and the card input and printed output are give. in
Tables XV and XVI. Input for the 05E analysis consists of one card,










a. LOG1	 (see Section 3.2.6)
b. LOGMAX	 (see Section 3.2.6)
C	 iIwrL;%Pjj (see section 3.2.6)
d.	 MAXCAS (see Section 3.1.1.1)
e. MMCH (see Section 3.1.1.1)
The MN edit program ENMT has been run to print the first cascade
of the first batch contained on the nucleon-pion tape to illustrate the
type of output provided by this program.	 The card input and printed output





























Output from PUNCROSS Program
PAGE 1







ENERGY	 IEV1 CROSS SECTION ENERGY	 IEVI	 CROSS SECTION ENERGY	 IEVI CROSS SECTION ENERGY	 IEVI CRO55 SECTION
0.10000E 09 0.25599E 01 0.94059E 07 0.23030E 01 0.26948E 07 0.61514E 01 0.10500E 07 0.50636E 01
0.90000E 08 0.27380E 01 0.90000E 07 0.23494E 01 0.25634E 07 0.5938uE 01 0.10422E 07 0.52089E Ol0.80000E 08 0.26499E 01 0.89472E 07 0.23639E 01 0.25000E 07 0.58355E 01 0.10000E 07 0.60064E 010.70000E 08 0.24603E of 0.85108E 07 0.2489SE 01 0.24384E 07 0.57384E 01 0.99137E 06 0.62169E 010.60000E 08 0.21299E 01 0.80957E 07 0.26182E 01 0.23195E 07 0.55505E 01 0.98000E 06 0.63946E 010.55000E 08 0.20570E 01 0.80000E 07 0.26493E 01 0.22500E 07 0.54404E 01 0.96000E 06 0.60031E 013.50000E 08 0.20300E 01 0.77009E 07 0.28230E 01 0.22063E 07 0.53647E 01 0.94302E 06 0.57552E 010.45000E f' 0.20580E 01 0.73253E 07 0.30582E 01 0.20987E 07 0.51785E 01 0.94000E 06 0.57117E 010.44000E 08 0.20569E 01 0.70000E 07 0.3279?E 01 0.20000E 07 0.50077E 01 0.92000E 06 0.57205E 010.43000E 08 0.20356E 01 0.69681E 07 0.33024E OI 0.19964E 07 0.50020E 01 0.90000E 06 0.56295E 010.42000E 08 0.20240E 01 0.66282E 07 0.35601E 01 0.19500E 07 0.49287E 01 0.89703E 06 0.56252E 01O.:I000E 08 0.20321E 01 0.63050E 07 0.38263E 01 0.19000E 07 0.48503E 01 0.85328E 06 0.55600E 010.40000E 08 0.20799E 01 0.60000E 07 0.40992E 01 0.18990E 07 0.48498E 01 0.81167E 06 0.54961E 010.35000E 08 0.23035E 01 0.59975F 07 0.41018E 01 0.18500E 07 0.48225E 01 0.80000E 06 0.547-CE 010.300001 08 0.26499E 01 0.57050E 07 0.44254E 01 0.18064E 07 0.48249E 91 0.78000E 06 0.53E-82t: Ol0.27500E 08 0.28892E 01 0.55000E 07	 .0.46685E 01 0.18000E 07 0.48253E OI 0.77208E 06 0.53529L 010.25000E 08 0.30574E 01 0.54267L 07 0.47418E 01 0.17500E 07 0.47687E 01 0.76000E 06 0.52989E Of0.22500E 08 0.31944E 01 0.51621E 07 0.50190E 01 0.17183E 07 0.47840E 01 0.74000E 06 0.52098E 010.20000E 08 0.32499E 01 0.50000E 07 0.51991E 01 0.17000E 07 0.47929E 01 0.73443E 06 0.60083E 010.18017E 08 0.31691E 01 0.49103E 07 0.52739E 01 0.16500E 07 0.47977E 01 0.72000E 06 0.87210E 010.17500E 08 0.31467E 01 0.46708E 07 0.54818E 01 0.16345E 07 0.47963E 01 0.70000E 06 0.49326E Ol0.17139E 08 0.31100E Ol 0.45000F 07 0.56380E 01 0.16000E 07 0.47933E 01 0.69861E 06 0.49662E 010.16303E OE 0.30227E Ol 0.44430E 07 0.56662E 01 0.15548E 07 0.47991E 01 0.68000E 06 0.54445E 010.1SSOBE 08 0.24365E 01 0.42263E 07 0.57770E 01 0.15500E 07 0.47997E 01 0.66454E 06 0.55309E Ol0.15000E 08 0.28797E 01 0.40202E 07 0.58879E 01 0.15000E 07 0.48470E 01 0.66000E 05 0.5556K 010.1u751E 08 C.28436E 01 0.40000E 07 0.58991E 01 0.14790E 07 0.48660E 01 0.64000E ;G 0.55195E 010.14032E 08 0.2736?E 01 0.3824 E 07 0.5991OE 01 0.14500E 07 0.4892OF 01 0.63213E 06 0.55050E 010.1?348E 08 0.26320E 01 0.36376E 07 0.60935E 01 0.14068E 07 0.49326E 01 0.62000E 06 0.54825E 010.12697E 08 0.25290E 01 0.35000E 07 0.61727E 01 0.14000E 07 0.49392E O1 0.60130E 06 0.53081E 01
0.12500E 08 0.24971E 01 0.34602E 07 0.62047E 01 0.13500E 07 0.50262E 01 0.60000E 06 0.52960E Ol
.12077E 08 0.24337E 01 0.34000E 07 0.62538E 01 0.13382E 07 0.50465E 01 0.59000E 06 0.524FAE (II
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TABLE III (Cont'd.)
Output from PUNCROSS Program
PACE 2
ENEKI	 IEVI CROSS SECTION ENERGY	 IEVI CRO55 SECTION ENERGY	 IEVI CRO55 SECTION ENERGr	 IEVI CRO55 SECTION
0.51754E 06 0.79539E 01 0.20000E OG 0.80960E 01 0.64000E 05 0.10196E 02 0.311782E 05 0.10262E O2
11.51000E 06 0.45960E 01 0.19039E 06 0.83123E 01 0.63376E 05 0.10211E 02 0.34000E 05 0.10246E 02
0.50000E 06 0.324GOE Ol 0.18111E OG 0.85377E 01 0.62000E 05 0.10246E 02 0.33085E CS 0.1024GL 02
0.49230E 06 0.35864E 01 0.17500E 06 0.86960E 01 0.60286E 05 0.10289E 02 0.33000E 05 0.10246E 02
0.49000E 06 0.36960E 01 0.17228E OG 0.87835E 01 0.60000E 05 0.10296E 02 0.32000E 05 0.10196E 02
0.48000E 06 0.43960E 01 O.IG387E OG 0.90688E 01 0.59000E 05 0.10396E 02 0.31472E 05 0.10186E 02
0.47000E 06 0.47960E 01 0.15588E 06 0.93631E 01 0.58000E 05 0.10446E 02 0.31000E 05 0.€0176E 02
0.46829E 06 0.48293E 01 0.15000E 06 0.95960E 01 0.57345E 05 0.10479E 02 0.30000E 05 0.10396E 02
0.46000E 06 0.49960E 01 0.14828E 06 0.96388E 01 0.57000E 05 0:10496E 02 0.29937E 05 0.10408E 02
0.45000E 06 0.51960E 01 0.14105E 06 0.98267E Ol 0.56000E 05 0.10596E 02 0.29500E 05 0.10496E 02
0.44545E 06 0.52681E 01 0.13417E 06 0.10018E 02 0.55000E 05 0.10746E 02 0.29000E 05 0.11246E 02
0.42373E 06 0.56377E 01 0.12762E 06 0.10214E 02 0.54549E 05 0.10857E 02 0.28500E 05 0.11596E 02
0.40306E 06 0.60333E 01 0.12500E 06 0.10296E 02 0.54000E 05 0.€0996E 02 0.28477E 05 0.11533E 02
0.40000E 06 0.609GOE 01 0.12140E 06 0.10335E 02 0.53000E 05 0.11196E 02 0.28000E 05 0.10296E 02
0.39000E 06 0.61960E 01 0.11548E 06 0.10402E 02 0.52000E 05 O.1t396E 02 0.27500E 05 0.99960E 01
0.38341E 06 0.64427E ^I 0.10985E 06 0.10469E 02 0.51888E 05 0.11418E 02 0.27088E 05 0.99137E 01
0.38000E 06 0.65760E 01 0.10449E OG O.IC536E 02 0.51000E 05 0.11596E 02 0.27000E 05 0.98960E 01
0.37000E 06 0.71960E 0€ 0.10000E 06 0.10596E 02 0.50000E 05 0.11996E 02 0.26500E 05 0.99460E 01
0.36471E 06 0.81860E Ol 0.99394E 05 O. 10599E 02 0.49358E 05 0.12124E 02 0.26000E 05 0.1004FE 02
0.36000E 06 0.91960E 01 0.94547E 05 0.10623E 02 0.49000E 05 0.12196E 02 0.25767E 05 0.10092E 02
0.35000E 06 0.99960E 01 0.90000E 05 0.10646E 02 0.48000E 05 0.12596E 02 0.25500E OS 0. 1014K 02
0.34692E 06 0.82360E 01 0.89y35E 05 0.10648E 02 0.47000E 05 0.12996E 02 0.25000E M 0.10296E 02
0.34000E 06 0,52960; 01 0.88000E 05 0.10696E 02 0.46950E 05 0.13008E 02 0.245€OE 05 0.10290E 02
0.33000E 06 0.51460E 01 0.86000E 05 0.10716E 02 0.46000E 05 0.13246E 02 0.24500E 05 0. 1 0296E 02
0.32000E 06 0.66960E 01 0.85549E 05 0.10723E 02 0.45000E 05 0.11246E 02 0.24000E 05 0.10346E 02
0.31391E 06 0.69353E 01 0.84000E 05 0.10746E 02 0.44661E 05 0.10413E 02 0.23500E 05 O.I039GE 0'
0.31000E 06 0.70960E 01 0.82000E 05 0.10596E 02 0.44000E 05 0.89460E 01 0.23315E 05 0.10414E 02
0.30000E 06 0.729GOE 01 0.81377E 05 0.10407E 02 0.43000E 05 0.93460E 01 0.23000E 05 0.10440E 02
0.29860E 06 0.73013E 01 0.80000E 05 0.99960E OI 0.42483E 05 0.94737E 01 0.22500E 05 0.10496E '12
0.28403E 06 0.73587E 01 0.78000E 05 0.11096E 02 0.42000E 05 0.95960E 01 0.22178E 05 0.10496E 02
0.27500E 06 0.73960E 01 0.77408E 05 0.10917E 02 0.41000E 05 0.97960E 01 0.21096E 05 0.10496E 02
0.27018E 06 0.74236E 01 0.76000E 05 0.10496E 02 0.40411E 05 0.99127E 01 0.20067E 05 3.1049GE 02
0.25700E 06 0.75022E 01 0.74000E 05 0.11096E 02 0.40000E 05 0.999GOE 01 0.19089E 05 G.!049GE 02
0.25000E 06 0.754GOE 01 0.73633E 05 0.10946E 02 0.39000E 05 0.10046E 02 0.18159E 05 0.10496E 02
0.24447E 06 0.75776E 01 0.72000E 05 0.10296E 02 0.38440E 05 0.10074E 02 0.17272E 05 0.10496E 02
0.23255E 06 0.76487E 01 0.70042E 05 0.10198E 02 0.38000E 05 0.10096E 02 0.16430E 05 0.10414GE 02
0.22500E 06 0.76960E 01 0.70000E 05 0.10196E 02 0.37000E 05 0.10196E 02 0.15628E 05 0.10496E 04?
0.22121E 06 0.77524E 01 0.68000E 05 0.10746E 02 0.36565E 05 0.10218E 02 0.14866E 05 0.10496E 02
8.21042E 06 0.79210E 01 0.66625E 05 0.10505E 02 0.36000E 05 0.10246E 02 0.14141E 05 0.10497E (0
0.20016E 06 0.80932E 01 0.65000E 05 0.10396E 02 0.35000E 05 0.10266E 02 0.13452E 05 1).100 7E 02
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TABLE M (Cont'a.)
Output from PUNCROSS Program
PAGE 3
ENERGI	 IEVI CROSS SECTION ENERGY	 IEVI CRO55 SECTION ENERGY	 IEVI CROSS SECTION ENERGY	 IEVI CROSS 5ECTION
0.12795E 05 0.10498E 02 0.23375E 04 0.11299E OR 0,31635E 03 0.11298E 02 0.45006E 02 0.11329E 02
0.12500E 05 0.10498E 02 0.22235E 04 0.11299E 02 0.30092E 03 0.11298E 02 0.42813E 02 0.11330E 02
0.121711= 05 0,10563E 02 0.211511= 04 0,11299E 02 0.30000E 03 0.11298E 02 0.40725E 02 0.11331E 02 1
;. 0.12000E 05 0.10598E 02 0.201I9E 04 0.11299E 02 0.286241= 03 0.11299E 02 0.38739E 02 0.11331E 02
0.11578E 05 0.10683E 02 0.19138E 04 0.11299E 02 0.27228E 03 0.11300E 02 0.36850E 02 0.11332E 02 '.
0.1I50CE 05 0.10699E 02 0.18205E Oil 0.11299E 02 0.25901E 03 0.11301E 02 0.35053E 02 0.11333E 02
0.11013E 05 0.10796E 02 0.17317E 04 0.11295E 02 0.24637E 03 0.11302E 02 0.33343E 02 0.11304E 02
0.11000E 05 0,10799E 02 O.1G472E 04 0.11299E 02 0.23436E 03 0.11302E 02 0.31717E 02 0.113311E 02
0.10500E 05 0.10999E 02 0.15669E 04 0.11299E 02 0.222931; 03 0.11303E 02 0.30170E 02 0.11305E 02
0.10476E 05 0.I1013E 02 0.14905E 011 0.11299E 02 0.2112011E 03 0.:11304E 02 0.28699E 02 0.1.1335E 02
0.10000E 05 0.1I300E 02 0.14178E 04 0.11299E 02 0..201711: 03 0.1130SE G2 0.27299E 02 0.11337E 02
0.99G5IE 04 0.11300E 02 0.13486E 04 0.11299E 02 0.19188E 03 0.11306E 02 0.,25968E 02 0.113,37E 02
0.9479IE 04 0; 11300E 02 0.12829E O4 0.1I.299E 02 0.18252E 03 0,11306E 02 0. 24701E 02 0.11338E 0217
'A 0.90168E 04 0.11300E 02 0.12203E 64 0.11299E 02 0.173681: 03 0.1130.7E 02 0.23496E 02 0.11`,139E 02
t
0.65771E 04 0.11300E 02 0.I16.08E 04 0.11299E 02 C..16515E 03 0.1.1306E 02 0.223517E 02 0.1.1.3110E 02
0.81588E 011 0.11300E 02 0111042E 0.4 0.11299E 02 0.15709E 03 0.113119E 02 0.2iME 02 0.11340E 02
0.77609E 04 0.11300E 02 0.10503E 04 0,11299E 02 0.14943E 03 0.11310E 02 0.20224E 02 0.11341E 02
!a 0.738214E 04 0.11300E 02 0.99909E 03 0.11299E 02 0.14215E 03 0.11 . 311E 02 0.19237E 02 0.11342E 02
0,70223E 04 0.113001. 02 0: 35037E 03 0.11299E 02 0.1352.1E 03 0.11311E 02 0.18299E 02 0.11343E 02
O.G6798E 04 O.I1300E 02 0.904021: 03 0.11299E 02 0.128u2E 03 0.11312E 02 0.17407E 02 0.11343E 02
0.63541E 04 0.1I300E 02 0.85993E 03 0.11.299£ 02 0.12235E 03 0.11313E 02 0.165.58E 02 0.11344E 02
0.60442E 04 0.11300E 02 0: 81799E 03 0.11299£ 62 0.11630E 03 O.li31AE 02 0.15750E 02 0.11344E 02,.
0.57494E 04 0.11300E 02 0.77809E 03 0.11299E 02 0:110-70E 03 MOM 02 0.14982E 02 0.11345E 02
:i 0.5469OE 04 0.11300E 02 0.74015E 03 0.11299E 02 0.10530E 63 0.11316E 02 OA4251E 02 0.11346E 02
0.52023E 04 0.11300E 02 0.7014051. 03 0. 1293
	
02 0.10017E 03 0.11316£ 02 0.1355GE 02 0.11347E 02
0.49485E 04 0.11300E 02 0.6G971E 03 0.11299E 02 0.95283E OR 0.1131.7E 02 OA2895E 02 0..11347E 02
0.47072E 04 0,:.,OC£ n2 0:63705£ 03 0.112991	 02 U.90a"36E 02 0.111318E - 02 19.12266E 02 01,1.1346E 02
U.44776E 04 0.113OOE 02 0..60598E 03 0.11.299E 02 0: 86215E 02 0.11.319E 02 0.11668E 02 0.11349E 02
0.42592E 04 0.11300E 02 0.57643E 03 0.11299E 02 0.82011E 02 0.11320E 02 13.11099E 02 011I349E 02 E'
0.405151: 04 0.11300E 02 01511831E 03 0.11299E 02 0.780I1E 02 0,11320E 02 0.10558E 02 0.11350E 02 ;	
4
0.3853+3£ 04 0.11300E 02 0.52157E 03 0.11299E 02 0.742136E 02 0.11321E 02 0.10043E 02 O..Jl35IE 02
0.366GOE 04 0.11300E 02 0.49613E 03 0.11299E 02 0.70587E 02 01.11322E 02 0.95529E 01 U. 11 : 352E 02
0.34072E 04 0.n 3OOE 02 0.47194E 03 0.11299E 02 0.671:!.5E 02 0.11323E 02 MO870E 01 U. 11352E 02
0.33171E 04 0.11299E 02 0.44892E 03 0.11299E 02 0.63670E 02 0.1132NE 02 0.86438E 01 0.11353E 02 f	 '
0.31553E 04 0.11299E 02 0.42703E 03 0.11299E 02 0.60755E 02 0.1132RE 02 0; 82223E 01 0.11354E 02
0.30101 11E 04 0.11299E 02 0.40620E 63 0.11299E 02 0.57792E 02 0.11325E 02 0178213E 01 0.11354E 02
} 0.28551E 04 0.11299E 02 0.38639E 03 0.11299E 02 0.54973E 02 0.1132GE 02 0.74398E 01 0.113.55E 02
0.27158E o4 0.11299E 02. 0.36755E 03 0.1.1299.E 02 0.52292E .02 0.11327E 02 0.70771E 0I 0.'11.45GE 02 g
YI.25834E 04 0.11299E 02 0.34962E 03 0.11299E 02 0.49742E 02 0..11.328E 02 0.673151: 01 0.11356E JV #'










ENERGI	 IEVI CROSS SECTION ENERGY	 (EV) CROSS 5ECTION ENERGI	 IEVI CR055 5ECTION
0.60912E 01 0.11357E 02 0.86663E 00 0.11326E 02 O.II728E 00 0.I0656E 02
0,57941E 01 0.11358E 02 0.82437E 00 0.11310E 02 0.11156E 00 0.10650E 02
0.55I16E 01 0,11358E 02 0.78415E 00 0.11293E 02 0.10612E 00 0.10634E 02
0.52428E 01 0.11359E 02 0: 711592E 00 0.11277E 02 0.10095E 00 0.106I8E 02
0.49872E 01 0.113GOE 02 0.70954E 00 0.1I26IE 02 0.100001: 00 0.1061SE 02
0.47439E 01 0.11360E 02 0.67493E 00 0.11245E 02 0,96024E-01 0.105761: 02
0.45125E 01 0.11361E 02 0.64201E 00 0.11228E 02 0.91342E-01 0.10529E 02
0.42925E 01 0.11362E 02 0.6I071E 00 0.11212E 02 0.8668BE-01 0.104821: 02
0.4083IE 01 0.113626 02 0,58091E 00 0.I119SE 02 0.82649E-01 0.10435E 02
0.38840E 01 0.11363E 02 0.55259E 00 0.1I179E 02 0.800001:-01 0.10405E 02
0.3694SE 01 0.11363E 02 0.52564E 00 0.11163E 02 0.78518E-0I 0.1037°1: 02
0.35143E 01 0.11363E 02 0.50001E 00 0.11147E 02 0.74785E-01 0.103061. 02
0.33429E 01 0.11364E 02 0.475611= 00 0.11130E 02 0.71137E-01 0.10234E 02
0.31799E OI 0.11364E 02 0.45242E 00 0.11113E 02 0.67667E-01 0.10161E 02
0,30248E 01 0.1136SE 02 0.43036E 00 0.11097E 02 0.614367E-01 0.1002011 02
0.28773E 01 0.11365E 02 0.40937E 00 0.110BOE 02 0.61229E-01 •0.10019E 02
0.27370E Ol 0.1I365E 02 0.38940E 00 0.11064E 02 0.60000E-01 0.99899E 01
0.26035E 01 0.11366E 02 0.37041E 00 0.11047E 02 0.58242E-0I 0.99219E 01
0.24765E 01 0.11366E 02 0.35234E 00 0.11031E 02 n 'S402E-01 0.98085E 01
0.23557E 01 0.11367E 02 0..33516E 00 0.11015E 02 C 52699E-01 0.96964E 01
0.22408E 01 0.1I368E 02 0.31981E 00 0.109996 02 r 50129E-01 O.9SB5SE 01
0.213ISE 01 0.11368E 02 0.30326E 00 0.10983E 02 .50000E-01 0.95799E 01
0.20276E 01 0.11369E 02 0.21847E 00 0.10966E 02 0.17684E-01 0.91 572E 01
0.19287E 01 0.11369E 02 0.27440E 00 0.10950E 02 0.4359E-01 0..9,3295E 01
0.18346E 01 0.11369E 02 0,26102E QO 0.10933E 02 0.113I117E-01 0. 92035E 01
0.17452E 01 0.11369E 02 0.24829E 00 0.109176 02 0.111042E-01 0.90799.E 01
0.16601E 01 O.I1369E 02 0.2361.8E 00 0.1.09.00E 02 0.110000E-01 0.90158E 01
0.15791E 01 0.11370E 02 0.22166E 00 0.10884E 02 0 B904fE-91 0.89346E 01
11.15021E 01 0.11370E 02 0.21371E 00 0.10868E 02 0.37137E-01 0.87689E 01
0.14288E 01 0.11370E 02 0.20328£ 00 0.10851E 02 0.30000E-0I 0.80939E OI
0.13591E 01 0.11370E 02 0.19337E 00 0.1A834E 02 0.25000E-01 0.74300E 01
0.12928E 01 0.I1371E 192 0.1EMU 00 O.IO817E 02
0.12298E 01 0.11371E 02 0.I7497E 00 0.10800E.02
0.11698E 01 0.11372E 02 0.16643E 00 0.10%83E 02
0.11I2BE 01 0.11372E 02 0.15832E 00 0.10766E 02
Cl.10513SE 0I 0.11372E 02 0.15060E 00 0.13749E 02
0.10069E 01 0.11373E 02 0.I11325E 00 0.10732E 02
0.10000E 01 0.11373E 02 0.13627E 00 OriO71.6E:02
«.95778E 00 0.11359E 02 13.12962E 00 7.10699E 02
6.91105E 66 0.11342E 62 0.1233QE 00 0.10983E 02
ENERGY 1EV1 CROSS SECTION
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TABLE III (Cont'd.)





TABLE III (Cont '  3. )
Output from PUNCRO aS Program
PAGE 5






Y ENERGY	 rEVI CROSS SECTION ENERGY	 IEVI CRO55 SECTION	 ENERGY	 IEVI CROSS SECTION	 ENERG Y 	(E ll)	 CROSS SECTI0K
0-IO000E 09 0.25599E 01
0.90000E 08 0.27380E 0I
0.80000E 08 0,28499E 01
0.70000E C8 0.211603E 01
0.60000E 08 0.21299E 01
0. S5000E 08 0.20570E 01
..;"!.'. 0.50000E 08 0.20300E 01
0,45000E 08 0.2OS80E 01
0.44000E 08 0.20569E 01
0.43000E 08 0.203561; 01
0.42000E 08 0.20ME 01
0.41000E 08 0.20321E 01
ii 0.413000E 08 0.20709E 01
= ' 0.35000E 08 0.23035E 01
0.30000E 08 0.26499E 01
0.27500E 08 0.288921: 01
0.25000E OB 0.30574E 01
I
0,22500E OE MIME 01
0.20000E 08 0.32499E OI
0.18017E 08 0.31691E 01 40.17500E 08 0.31 1167E 01 a	 ,,i
.- 0.17139E OB 0.31100E 01 -
sq
L.
0.16303E 08 0.30227E 01
0.15508E 08 0.29385E 01
9 0.15000E 08 0.2B797E 01


























Output from PUNCROSS Program
PMF 6








LEAD PEREY DATA	 Fl
ENERGY	 1EV1 CROSS SECTION ENERGY IEVI CROSS SECTION ENERGY	 1EV1 CRO55 SECTION ENERGY	 IEVI CA-;S SECTION
0.10000E 09 0.98569E 00 0.38242E-'07 0.63122E 00 0.51754E 06 0.11439E 00 0.70012E 05 0.364f17E-OI
0.80000E 08 0,97576E 00 0.36376E 07 0.602117E 00 0.119230E 06 0.16257E GO 0.66526E O5 0.32621E-01
13.70000E 08 0.96461E 00 0.34602E 07 0.57512E 00 0.1161329E 06 0.17057E 00 0.83376E 05 0.28982E-01
0.60000E 08 0..94309E 00 0.32915E 07 0.513910E 00 0.94545E 05 0.17818E 00 0.60286E 05 0.25520E-01
0.50000E 08 0,SSO631E 00 0.313113E 07 0.52436E 00 0.92373E 06 0,18000E 00 0.57345E 05 0.22227E-01
9.40000E 08 0.88482E 00 0.29783E 07 0.50081E 00 0.110306E 06 0.18000E 00 0.54549E 05 t1.19094E-01
0.30000E 08 0.90993E 00 0.28330E 07 0.47842E 00 0.38341E 06 0.17668E 00 0.51888E 05 0.16315E-01
0.25000E 08 0.91979E 00 0.26948E 07 0. 115712E 00 0.361171E 06 0.17294E 00 0.49358E 05 0.1382.0E-01
0.20000E 08 0.90848E 00 0. SSME 07 0. 133686E 00 0.34692E 06 0.16938E 00 0.46950E 05 O.I3146E-01
0.18017E 08 0.88997E 00 0.211384E 07 0.641758E 00 0.83000E 06 0.16600E 00 0.44661E 05 0.12505E-01
0,47139E 08 0 . 87497E 00 0.23195E 07 0.38925E 00 0.31391E 06 0.16278E 00 0.42483E 05 0.11895E-0I
0.16303E 08 0.86545E 00 0.12063E 07 0.381811: 00 0.29860F 06 0.15958E 00 0.4041IE. 05 0.I13151E-01
0.15508E 08 0.85289E 00 0.P.0987E 07 0.36522E 00 0.28903E 06 O.t5521E 00 0.381140E 05 0.10763E-01
0.14751E 08 0.83890E 00 0.19964E 07 0.34948E 00 0.27018E 06 0.15105E 00 0.3656SE 05 0.1023SE-01
0.1 11032E 08 0,82559E 00 0.18990E 07 0.33561E 00 0.25700E 06 0.14710E 00 0.347821; 05 0.97389E-02
0.133118E 08 0.80967E 00 0.18069E 07 0.32241E 00 0.24447E 06 0.143311E 00 0.33085E 05 0.92639E-02
0.12697E 08 0.79437E 00 0.17183E 07 0.30986E 00 0.23255E 06 0.I3976E 00 0.31472E 05 0..88121E-02
0.12077E 08 0.77982E 00 0.16345E 07 0.29792E 00 0.22121E 06 0.13636E 00 0.29937E 05 0.83823E-02
0.11 11ME 08 0.77314E 00 O.I5548E 07 0.26656E 00 0.21042E 06 0.13313E 00 0.28477E 05 0.7973SE-02
0.10928E 08 0.76782E 00 0.14790E 07 0.27575E 00 0.20016E 06 0.13005E 00 0.271188E J5 0.758147E-02
0.10393E 08 0.76275E 00 0.111068E 07 0.26547E 00 0.19039E 06 0.I2712E 00 0.25767E 05 0.72I117E-02
0.98882E 07 0.76034E 00 0.13382E 07 0.25570E 00 0.18111E 06 0.12433E 00 0.24510E OS 0.68629E-02
0.94059E 07 0.76613E 00 0.1273CF 07 0.246411E 00 0.17228E 06 0.11879E 00 0.23315E 05 0.65282E-02
13.89472E 07 0.77163E 00 0.12109E 07 0.23755E 00 0.16387E 06 0.111, ^.E OA 0.22178E fly 0.6209SE-02
0.85108E 07 0.77687E 00 0.11518E 07 0.22829E 00 0.IS588E 06 0.10772E 00 0.21096E 05 0.59069E-02
0.80957E 07 0.78185E 00 0.10956E 07 0.21930E 00 0.111828E 06 0.10259E 00 0.20067E 05 0.56188E-02
0.77003E 07 0.78539E 00 0.10422E 07 0.21075E 00 0.14105E 06 0.97707E-01 0.190891: 05 0.5311118E-02
0.73253E 07 0.78840E 00 0.99137E 06 0.20236E 00 0.13417E 06 0.93063E-Ol 0.18158E 05 0.508411=-02
1.69681E 07 0.79078E 00 0.94302E 06 0.19317E 00 0.12762E 05 0.88647E- 01 0.17272E 05 0.48362E-02
11.66282E 07 0.7884OE 00 0.89703E 06 0.1811114E GO 0.12I40E 06 0.844115E-01 0.16430E 05 0.4GO03E-02
r,.63050E 07 0.78613E 00 0.85323E 06 0.17612E 00 0.11548E 06 0.801149E-01 0.15628E O5 0.43760E-02
0.59975E 07 0.78398E 00 0.81167E 06 0.16822E 00 0.10985E 06 0.766117E-04 0.111856E 05 0.41625E-02
17.57050E 07 0.78193E 00 0.77208E 06 0.15818E 00 0.10ME 06 0.73031E-01 0.111141E 05 0,39595E-02
0.54267E 07 0.77999E 00 0.73443E 06 0.1 11764E 00 0.99394E 05 0	 '9321E-01.1 0.131152E 05 0.37664E-02
0,51621E 07 0.77813E 00 . 0.69861E 06 0.13761E 00 0.94547E 05 6.63892E.-01 0.12795E 65 0.35827E-02
0.49103E 07 0.768118E 00 0.66454E 06 0.12807E 00 0.89935E 05 0.56729E-0I 0.12171E 05 0.34080E-02
0.46708E 07 0.74573E 00 0.53213E 06 0.11900E 00 0.85549E 05 0.53815E-01 0.11.578E 05 0.32418E-02
0.411430E 07 0.72409E 00 0.60130E 06 0.11036E 00 0.81377E 05 0.49142E-01 0.111313E 05 0.30837E-02
0. 112263E 07 0.69323E 00 0.57197E 06 0.10930E 00 0,771108E 05 0.44697E-0I 0.10476E 05 0.29333E-02




TABLE III { Cont' d. )
Output From PUNCROSS Program
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ENERGI	 IEVI CROSS :SECTION ENERGY	 IEVI C11055 SECTION ENERGY	 lEV1 CROSS SECTION ENERGT	 IEV1 CROSS SECTION
0.94791E 04 0.26542E-02 0.12829E 04 0.35920E-03 0.17362E 03 0.48613E-04 0.23496E 02 0.65790E-05
0.90I68E 04 0.25247E-02 0.12203E 04 0.34166E-03 0,165151; 03 0. 1162132E-04 0.22350E 02 0.62581E-05
0.8577IE 04 0.24016E-02 0.11608E 04 0.32502E-03 0.15709E 03 0.49986E-04 0.21260E 02 0.59529E-05
0.81588E 04 0.22645E-02 0.11042E 04 0.317917E-03 0.111943E 03 0.41®41E-04 0.20224E 02 0.566.26E-05
0.77609E '04 0.21730E-02 0.10503E 04 0.291109E-03 0.14215E 03 0.398OIE-04 0.19237E 02 0.538611E -05
0.738211E 04 0.20671E-02 0.99909E 03 0.2797SE-03 0.13521E 03 0.37860E-04 0.18299E 02 0.51237E-05
11.70223!: 04 0.19662E -02 0.95037E 03 0.266IOE-03 0.12862E 03 0.36013E 04 0.11407E 02 0.48ME-05
0.66798E 04 0.18704[-02 0.90402E 03 0.25312E-03 0.12235E 03 0.34257E-04 0.16S58E 02 0.46361E-05
0.63541E 04 n.17791E-02 0.859931: 03 0.24076E-03 0.1.1639E 03 0.32586E-04 0.15750E 02 0.44.100E-05
0.601142E 04 0.16924£-02 0.81799E 01 0.225011E-03 0.11070E 03 0.30997E-04 0.14982E 02 0.111950E-05
0.574911E 04 0.16058E-02 0.77809E O'^ 0.2I787E-03 0.10530E 03 0.29485E-011 0.14251E 02 0.399011E-05
0.54696E 04 0.15313E-02 0.74015E 03 0.20724E-03 0.1001.7E 03 0.28047E-04 0.13556E 02 0.37958E-05 j
0.52023E 04 0.14566E-02 0.70405E 03 0.19713E-03 0.95283E 02 0.26679E-0 11 0,I2895E 02 0.36106E-05 r
0.49485E 04 0.13856E
-02 0.66971E 03 0.18752E-03 MOSHE 02 0.25378E-04 0,12266E 02 0.31,13115E-05
0.47072E 04 0.13180E-02 0.63705E 03 0.17837E-03 0.86215E 02 0.213140E-04 0.11668E 02 0.326700E-05
0.44776E 04 0.12537E-02 0.60598E 03 0.46967E-03 0.82011E 02 0.22963E-04 0.11099E 02 0.31077E-05
F
0. 112592E 04 0.1I926E-02 0.57643E 03 0.16140E-03 0.78011E 02 0.21843E-04 0.10558E 02 0.29561E-05
0.4O5I5E 04 0.11344E-02 0.54831E 03 0.15353E-03 0.74206E 02 0.20778E-04 0.10043E 02 0.28120E-05
0.38539E O il 0.10791E-02 0.52IS7E 03 0.I4604E-03 0.70557E 02 0.19764E-011 0 . 95529E 01 0 . 26748E-05
0.366GOE 04 0.10265E-02 0.49613E 03 0.13892E-03 0.67145E 02 0.18800E-04 0.90870E O1 4.25444E-05
0.34072E 04 0.97641E-03 0.47194E 03 0.13214E-03 0.63870E 02 0.17884E-04 0.86438E .01 11.2420PE-05
0.33171E 04 0.92879E-03 0.44892E 03 0.12570E-03 0..60755E 02 0.1701IE-04 0.132,823E 01 0.23022£-05 t
0.31553E 04 0.883119E-03 0.112703E 03 0.II957E-03 0.57792E 02 • 0.16182E-04 0.78213E 01 0.21900E-05
0.30014E 04 0.84040E-03 0.110620E 03 0.11374E-03 0.54973E 02 0.15393E-04 0.74398E 01 0.20832E-05
0.28551E 04 0.79942E-03 0.38639E 03 0.10819E-03 0.52292E 02 0.14642E-04 0.70771E 01 0.1901GE-05
0.27158E 04 0.76043E-03 0.36755E 03 0.10291E-03 0.49742E. 02 0.13926E-04 O..6791'9E 91 0.18849E-05
0.25834E 04 0.72334E-03 0.34962E 03 0.97694E-04 0.47316E 02 0.13248E-04 ;'1.64036E 01 0.17930E-05
0.24574E 04 0.68806E-03 0.33257E 03 0.93II9E-04 0.45008E 02 0.12602E-04 0.60912E 01 0.17055E-05
0,23378E 04 0.65451E-03 0.31635E 03 0.88578E-04 0.42813E 02 0.11986E-04 0.57941E 01 0.16224E-05 M
0.22235E 04 0.62259E-03 0.30092E 03 0.84258E-04 0.40725E 02 0.111103E-04 0.55116E 01 0.15432E-05 i
0.21151E 04 0.59222E-03 0.28624E 03 0.80149E-04 0,38739E 02 0.108.47E-04 0.52428E 01 0.1.4580E-05 t:
0.20119E 04 0.563311E-03 0.27228E 03 0.75240E-04 0.36850E 02 0.10318E-04 0.49872E 01 0.13964E-05
0.191.38E 04 0.53587E-03 0.25901E 03 0.72521E-04 0.35053E 02 0,961 117E-r'i 0.1,17439E 01 0.13283E-OS
0.18205E 04 0.50973E-03 0.24637E 03 0.68985E-04 0.33343E 02 0.93360E-05 0.45125E 01 0.12635E-05
0.17317E 04 0.411487E-03 0.23436E 03 0.65620E-04 0.31717E 02 0.88807E-05 0.42925E 01 0.12019E-05
0.16472E 04 0.46122E-03 0.22293E 03 0.62420E-04 0.30170E 02 0.84476E-05 0.411831E OI 0.11433E-05 i	 .'E,
0.15669E 04 0.43873E-03 0.21206E 03 0.59376E-04 0.28699E 02 7.80356E-05 0.38840E 01 0.10875E-05 (	 {
0.14905E Oil 0.41733E-03 0.20171E 03 0.56480E-04 0.27299E 02 0.761137E-05 0.36945E 01 0.10345E-05
1 .1 11178E 04 0. 39698E-03 0.19183E 03 0.53725E-04 0.25961E 02 0.72709E-05 0.3514- Of 0.98401E-176











Output from PUNCROSS Program
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ENERGI IEV1 CROSS SECTION 	 ENERGY IEVI CRO55 SECTION 	 ENERGY IEVI CROSS SECTION
	
ENERGY IEV) CROSS SECTION
0,31799E 01 0.89037E-06 0.43036E 00 0,12050E-06 0.58242E-01	 0.16308E-07
0.30248E 01 0.84695E-06 0.40937E 00 0.11462E-06 0.55402E-01	 0.15512E-07
0.28773E 01 0.80564E-06 0.38940E 00 0.10903E-06 0.52699E-01	 0.14756E-07
0.27370E 01 0.76635E-06 0.37041E 00 0.10371E-06 0.50129E-01	 0.14036E-0'
0.26035E 01 0.728971:-06 0.35234£ 00 0.98656E-07 0.47684E-01	 0.13352E-07
0.24765E 01 0.69342E-06 0.33516E 00 0.93844E-07 0.45359E-01	 0.12700E-07
0.23557E 01 0.65960E-06 0.31881E 00 0.89268E-07 0.43147E-01	 0,12081E-07
0.2240BE 0I 0.62743E-OF 0.30326E 00 0.84914E-07 0.41042E-01	 0.111192E-07
0,21315E 01 0.59683E-06 0.288117E 00 0.80773E-07 0.39041E-01	 0.10931E-07
11.20276E 01 0.56773E-06 0.27440E 00 0.76639E-07 0.37137E-01	 0.10398E-07
0.19287E Ol 0.54004E-06 0.2Gi02E 00 0.73066E-07
0.18346E 01 0.51370E-06 0.24829E 00 0.69522E-07
0.17452E 01 0.48B65E-06 0.23618E 00 0.66131E-07
0.16601E 01 0,46481E-06 0.22466E 00 0.62906E-07
0.15791E 01 0.411214E-06 0.21371E 00 0.5983BE-07
0,15021E 01 0.42058E-06 0.20328E 00 0.56919E-07
0,14288E 01 0.40007E-06 0.19337E 00 0.54143E-07
0.13591E 01 0.38056E-06 0.18394E 00 0.51503E-07
0.12928E 01 0.36200E-06 0.17497E 00 0.48991E-07
0.12298E 01 0.34434E-06 0.16643E 00 0.46602E-07
0.11698E O1 0.32755E-06 0.15832E 00 0.44329E-07
0.I1128E 01 0.31157E-06 0.15060E 00 0.112167E-07
0.10585E 01 0.29638E-06 0.L4325E 00 0.40110E-07
0.10069E 01 0.28192E-06 0.13627E 00 0.38154E-07
0.95778E 00 0.26817E-06 0.12962E 00 0.3G293E-07
0,91103E 00 0.25510E-06 0.12330E 00 0.34523E-07
0.86663E 00 0.24265E-06 0.11728E 00 0.32840E-07
0.82437E 00 0.23082E-06 0.11156E 00 0,3123BE-07
0.78415E 00 0,2I956E-06 0.10612E 00 0.297151:-07
0.74592E 00 0.20885E-06 0.10095E 00 0.28265E-07
0.70954E 00 0.19667E-06 0.96029E-01 0.26887E-07
0.67493E 00 0.18898E-06 0.91342E-01 0.25576E-07
0.64201E 00 0.17976E-06 0.86888E-01 0.2432BE-07
0.61071E 00 0.17100E-06 0.82649E-01 0.23142E-07
0.58091E 00 0.16266E-06 0.78618E-01 0.22013E-07
0.55259E 00 0.15472E-06 0.74785E-01 0.20940E-07
0.525G4E 00 0.14718E-06 0.71137E-01 0.19918E-07
1,50001E 00 0.14000E-06 0.67667E-01 0.18947E-07
0.47561E 00 0.13317E-06 0.611367E-01 0.18023E-07
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	 PERET DATA	 F1
ENERGT	 IEVI CROSS SECTION ENERGY	 IEVE CROSS SECTION	 ENERGY	 IEVI CROSS SECTION 	 ENERGY	 IEVI	 CROSS SECTION
0.10000E 09 0.98569E OD
0.80000E 08 0.97576E 00 r
0.70000E 08 .9646IE 00•
0.60000E 08 0.94309E 00
0.50000E 08 0.90631E 00
0.40000E 08 0.884821: 00
0.30000E 08 0.90993E 00
0.250^1:: 08 0.91.979E 00
0.20000E 08 0.90848E 00
0.18017E 08 0.88497E 00 -.._
0.17139E 08 0.87497E 00
0.16303E 08 0.86545E 00 i
0.15508E 08 0.852891: 00
0.14751E 08 0.83890E 00 4`







Subroutine SORS for Sample Problem
SUBROUTINE SORS (NCOL)
COMMON/COMON/A (10, 17) , ALPHA i60) . APR, ARG (17). BETA (60) , BLZ (200) .
1 COSKS.COSPHI,CGSTH.D,DELSIG.DEN(1Q.17),DENH(17).DKWT,
2 E(200) . EA (40). EB (401 , EC (200) . E ION (10.17). EMRX, EMI N (7) .
3 EP (60) . EPART (100, 2) . EREC. EX, GAM (60) . HEVSUM. HS I GG (5. 17) .
4 HSIG.IBERT.ITTP.KIND(60).LELEM,MAT,MRXBCH.MAXCAS,
5 MXMAT.N.NABOV.NAMAX. NAME(200),NAMEA(40).NBELO.NBERTP.NBOGUS.
6 NEGEX. NEL (17) , NEUTNO, NEUTP. NGROUP, NP IDK, NMED (200) , NO.
7 NOBCH.NOCAS.NOMAX,NOPART.NPART(61.NQUIT.OLDYIT
B.SIGG (10.17) .SIGMX (7.17) .SINKS.SINPHI,SINTH,TIP(200) ,
9 T I PA (40) . T I PB RIC) . U (2001 . UA (401 , UB (40) . UMAX. UU, V (200) .
1 VA (40) . VB (40) . W (200) . WA (40) . WB (40) . WT (200) . WTA 140) ,
2 WTB (40) . X (2001 , XC (200) , T (200) . TC (200) , Z (200) . ZC (200)
3 7Z (10,17) . ZPR
IF(NBERTP.LE.0) GO TO 10
E(1) = EMRX
X (1) = 0.
T (1) = 0.
z (11 = 0.
U (1) = 0.
V (1) = 0.
W (1) = 1.
WT (1)
	 1.



















NMTC SAMPLE PROBLEM - 1500 MEV PI} MESONS NORMALLY INCIDENT CARD A
ON INFINITE PB SLAB 204 GM./5©.CM.( 8 CM.)	 THICK.THIS 15 NMT INPUT. CARD B
9360OR780FDI CARD C
1500. 15.	 15.	 2	 25 20 0 CARD D
1 8	 1	 11	 0 9 CARD E
0. 0.	 1 1 CARD F
100.0 1	 5	 i. CARD G




0. 1	 ] He
82. 207.	 0.033	 1 CARD 112
82207	 2 8 26	 0.0	 ELASTIC
0.10000E 09 0.25599E 01 62207 2 1
0.90000E 08 0.27380E 01 82?07 2 2
0.80000E 08 0.26499E OI 82201 2 3
0.70000E 08 0.24603E 01 82207 ? 4
0.60000E 08 0.21299E 01 82207 2 5
0.55000E 08 0.2057GE 01 82207 2 6
0.50000E 08 0.20300E 01 82207 2 7
0.45000E 08 0.20580E 01 82207 2 8
0.440001= 08 0.20569E 01 82207 2 9
0.43000E 08 0.20356E 01 82207 2 10
0.42000E 08 0.20240E 01 82207 2 11
0.41000E 08 0.20321E 01 82207 2 12
0.40000E 08 0.20799E 01 82207 2 13
0.35000E 08 0.23035E 01 82207 2 14
0.30000E 08 0.26499E 01 82207 2 15
0.27500E 08 0.28892E 01 82207 2 16
0.25000E 08 0,30574E 01 82207 2 7`
0.22500E 08 0.31944E 01 82207 2 18
0.20000E 08 0.32499E 01 82207 2 19
0.18017E 08 0.31691E 01 82207 2 20
0.17500E 08 0.31467E 01 82207 2 21 +
0.171391; 08 0.31100E 01 82207 2 22 'f	 ,
0.16303E 08 0.30227E 01 82207 2 23
0.15508E 08 0.29365E 01 82207 2 24
0.15000E 08 0.28797E 01 82207 2 25
0.14751E 08 0.28436E 01
#
ENO OF82207 2 27
82207	 71 8 14	 0.0	 LEAD	 PERET DATA FI
0.10000E 09 0,98569E 00 82207 71 1
0.80000E 08 0.97576E 00 82207 71 2
A
0.70000E 08 0,96461E 00 82207 71 3
0.60000E 08 0.94309E 00 82207 71 4
3v
0.500001. 08 0.90631E 00 82207 71 5
0.40000E 08 0.88482E 00 82207 71 6i.:
0.30000E 08 0.90993E 00 82207 71 7
0.25000E 08 0.91979E 00 82207 71 8
0.20000E 08 0.90848E 00 82207 71 9
0.18017E 08 0.88497E OD 82207 71 10
0.17139E 08 0.87497E 00 82207 71 11
0.16303E 08 0.86545E 00 82207 71 12
0.15508E 08 0.85289E 00 82207 71 13
0.14751E 08 0..83890E 00 82207 71 14
END OF82207 71 15
2	 MALE GEOM A
XZONE BNOS
-10000..	 10000. GEOM B 1
TZONE ENDS - 10040.. 10000. GEOM C }
ZZONE ENDS 0.1	 18. GEOM 0
ZONE	 1 1 I GEOM E
XSLOK BNOS
-10000.. 10000. GEOM F
1'BLOK BND5 -1(3000.. 10000. GEOM G
ZBLOK . 8NDS 0:,	 6.,	 12..	 18. GEOM ` H
BLOCK`	 1 1 1 GEOM
MEDIA 1 GEOM K1 (
BLOCK1 1 GEOM J2
^.MEDIA 2 GEOM. K2
BLOCK	 1 1 3 GET J3
MEDIA 1 GEOM K3. r	 .
0	 NO QUADRIC SURFACES - GEOM .© k











` BLANK CART] B
2799734OB115 CARD C
1533.	 0.8857 15. 2	 25	 20. 0	 CARD D
1	 9 0 1I	 0	 2 CARD E
0.	 0. 1 1 CARD F
0.0	 0 0 0 CARD G
0.	 1 0 HI_
82.	 207. 0.033 0 CARD Ill
0.	 1 0 H2
•:;; 82.	 207. 0.033 0 CARD I12
2 MALE GEOM A
'.:.. XZONE BNDS	 -10000. 1 10000. GEOM 8
YZGNE BNDS	 -10000.. 10000. GEOM C
€
ZZONE BNDS	 0.. 18. GEOM 0
i ZONE 1	 1	 1 GEOM E
XBLOK BNDS	 -10000.. 10000. GEOM F
YBLOK BNDS
	 -10000.. 10000. GEOM G









BLOCK I	 I	 2 GEOM J2
MEDIA 2 GEOM K2
BLOCK 1	 1	 3 GEOM J3
_ MEDIA 1 GEOM K3












NMTC SAMPLE PROBLEM - 1500 MEY PI} MESONS NORMALLY INCIDENT	 CARD A
ON INFINITE PB SLAB 204 GM./5a.CM.118 CH.)	 THICK . THIS 15 NMT INPUT.	 CARD B
+-	 "? INITIAL RANDOM NO. 93BOOR78CF01
EMRX zO.1500E 04 ELOP =0.1500E 02	 ELON =0.1500E 02 	 MXMAT =	 2	 MAXCR5 =	 25	 MAXBCH =	 20
NOUIT m	 1 NEUTP =	 8	 NBERTP =	 1	 NPOWR2 = 11	 NP1DK -	 0	 NHSTP =	 9
ANDIT =0.0 CTOFE =0.0	 NICOL- 0	 NEXITE = 	I	 NSEUDO-	 I
? ELKS =0.I000E 03 NUELA5 =	 I	 NELSTP =	 S	 NLEDIT =	 I
u
HSIGMX	 0.29500E-24	 0.14600E-23	 0.2003DE-24	 0.0	 0.6690DE-25
THIS IS MEDIUM	 1
I ' DENH ( 1) 	 =0.0 NEL (	 1)	 =	 1	 NOEL 111	 =	 I a
2P 1	 1.	 I1	 = 82.0 A( 1.	 11	 = 207.0	 DEN 11.	 1)	 - 0.330000E-01	 I01 1.	 11	 =	 1




	 =0.0 NEL 12)I	 NOEL( 2)	 =	 I
EY ( 1.	 2)	 = 82.0 A( 1. 21	 = 207.0	 DEN 11. 21	 - 0.330000E-01	 ID( 1.	 21	 =	 1
82207	 2	 8 26	 0.0	 ELASTIC
A 0.10000E 03 0.25599E 01
:,... 0.90000E 02 a. 2738DE 01 f _.
0.80000E 02 0.26499E 01
0.70000E 02 0.24603E al,1•I
0.60000E 02 0.21299E 01
0.550001; 02 0.2057DE 01
0.50000E 02 0.20300E 01
0.45000E 02 0.20560E 01
0.44000E 02 0.20569E 01 i
0,13000E 02 0.20356E 01
0.42000E 02 0.202qOE 0I
0.41000E 02 0.20321E 01
0.40000E 02 0.20799E 01
. y
0.35000E 02 0.23035E 01
0.30000E 02 0.26499E 01
11.27500E 02 0.28892E 01
"
0.25000E 02 0.30574E 01
0.22500E 02 0.31944E 01
' 0.20000E 02 0.32499E 01
0.18017E 02 0.31691E 01
0.17500E 02 0,31467E 01 I.
0.17139E 02 0.31100E 01
.; e; A + 0.16303E 02 0.30227E 01 1	 r
0.15508E 02 0.29365E 01 1
0.15000E 02 0.28797E 0I
0.14751E 02 0.26q3GE 01
82207	 71	 8 I4	 O.a	 LEAD	 PEREY DATA	 FI
0.10000E 03 0.98569E Da #	 ,
`t 0.80000E 02 0.97576E 00
0.70000E 02 0.96461E 00 I
0..60000E 02 O.94309E DO
0.500DOE 02 0.90631E 00
0.40000E 02 0,88482E 00
i 0.3000DE 02 0.90993E 00
0.25000E 02 0.919791+ 00
0.20000E 02 0..90848E 00.r 0.18017E 02 0.88097E OD I
0.17139E 02 0.87497E 00
0.16303E 02 0.865151; .
 00
y	 ' 0.15508E 02 0.85289E`60
i 0.141751E 02 0.838E-0E 09
'GEOMETRIC 'CRO55 SECTIONS FOR NUCLIDES I- 1 IN MEDIUM	 1 IN 'RECIPROCAL CENTIMETERS {
r	 's 0.8104E^01
MAXIMUM HYDROGEN CROSS SECTIONS ' F0R PARTICLE TYPES :1. THROUGW S IN MEDIUM 	 I IN RECIPROCAL CENTIMETERS
0.0	 0.0 	 a.n-	 .0.0	 0.0°
`I TRANSPORT CROSS , SECT16NS (THE SUM. OF 'GE(3l'1!«TRIC 	 XSECFS+NK HYDROGE4 :XSECi MAX.:OECST X5ECT1 FOR TRAT.I. CLE :.
` TYPES I' THROUGH 7: IN MEDIUM 	 1 IN I186PROCAL CENTIMETERS




'GEOMETRIC'CROSS SECTIONS 'iUR NUCLIDES 1— I IN MEDIUM 2 IN RECIPROCAL CENTIMETERS
0.8104E-01
MAXIMUM HYDROGEN CROSS SECTiONS FOR NlRTICLE TYPES I THROUGH S IN MEDIUM 2 IN frr.C.IPROCAL CENTIMETERS
0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
Y
TRANSPORT CROSS SECTIUNSN(THE St*l OF 'GEOMETRIC' XSECTS+MAX HYDROGEN XSECT +MAX DECAY XSECTI FOR PARTICLE
TYPES 1 T'lRDUGH 7 IN HEOI 4 2 IN RECIPROCAL. CENTIMETERS






























XZONE 8NDS -0.100000 GS.	 0.I0000D 05
TZONE BNOS -0.100000 05.
	 0.100000 05
ZZONE ENDS 0.0	 0.180000 02
ZONE 1	 [	 1
XBLOK BNOS -0.IO000D 05,	 0.100001] D;
TBLOK BNOS -0.100000 05.	 D.1000DD OS
ZBLOK BNOS 0.0	 0.600000 01. 0.120000 02, 0.18000D 02
BLOCK I	 1	 I 1
MEDIA 1
BLOCK I	 1	 2
MEDIA 2 z
r.
BLOCK I	 1	 3
MEDIA 1
0	 NO QUADRIC SURFACES
END BATCH I	 OSR NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 649 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 25
END BATCH 2	 05R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH B05 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 50
END BATCH 3	 05R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 493 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 75
END BATCH 4	 OSR NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 577 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED "' 100
END BATCH S	 OSR I2UTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 448 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 125 .
ENO BATCH 6	 OSR NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 710 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 150
END BATCH 7	 OSR hFUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 714 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 175
END BATCH 8	 OSR NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 358 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 200 1,
?.t
END BATCH 9	 OSR NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 882 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCAnCS COMPLETED 225
END BATCH 10	 OSR NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 745 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 250
END BATCH 11	 05R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 757 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 275 9'	 }
END BATCH 12	 OSR NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH SS7 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 300
END BATCH 13	 058 NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 758 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 325 F':
END BATCH 14	 059 NEUTRONS VRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 561 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 350
END BATCH 15
	 05R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 416 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 375
END BATCH 16	 05R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 526 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 400 r	 j
END BATCH 17	 05R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THI5 BATCH 698 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 425
END BATCH 18	 05R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 510 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 450' .
END BATCH 19	 05R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 642 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 475 1`
500EENO BATCH 20	 05R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THI5 BATCH: 637 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED
REAL	 PSEUDO REAL PSEUDO PSEUDO REAL PSEUDO
NONHTDROG
	 NONHTDROG HYDROGEN HYDROGEN	 DECAY ELASTIC ELASTIC
COLLISIONS
	 COLLISIONS COLLISIONS COLLISIONS	 COLLISIONS COLLISIONS COLLISIONS .'
MEDIUM	 I 0.10200E 04
	 0.43700E 03 0..0 0.0 0.46000E 02	 D.10 doff 03 0.6960DE 03
MEDIUM
	 2 0.59400E 03	 0.26500E 03 0.0 0.0 0.17000E 02	 0.59000E 02 0.37500E 03 1	 '`
PSEUDO COLLISIONS.WITHIN INTERNAL VOID BY PARTICLES OF
TYPE I	 TYPE 2
	
TYPE 3 TYPE 4 TYPE 5 TTP'E 6 TYPE 7
0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1
END OF RUN NEGEX =	 6	 LOWAZ = 0 FINAL.RANOOH NO. = C44IFFB46COD
^	 1
TIME=





i;MTC 5AMPLE PROBLEM - THIS IS THE NMT INPUT TO TRANSPORT NUONS. 	 CARD A
BLANK	 CARD B
INITIAL RANOOM NO. 2799734DBIIS
EMAX =0.1533E OR	 ELOP =O.CS57E 00 ELON -O.I500E 02 HXHAT	 2	 MAXCAS =	 25	 MAXBCH =	 20
NOUIT =	 1	 NEUTP =	 9 NBERTP -	 0 NPOWR2 = 11	 NPIDK =	 0	 NHSTP =	 2
ANDIT=0.0
	 CTOFE=0.0	 NICOL- 0 NEXITE=	 I N5EUDO-	 I
ELAS =0.0
	 NOELAS =	 0	 NELSTP -	 0	 NLEDIT - n
THIS 15 MEDIUM 1
OENH 1 11 a0.0	 NEL 111 - 1 NOEL 1 11 - 0
ZZI1. 11 = 82.0 At 1. 11 = 207.0 DEN[ 1. 11 = 0.330DDOE-01 10f 1. 11 a	 0
THIS IS HEDIUK 2
DENH 1 21 =0.0
	 NEL t 21 = I NOEL[ 21 * 0
ZZI1. 21 = 82.0 Fit  1. 21 - 207.0 DEN 1 1. 21 = 0.330000E-01 109 1. 21 •	 0
'GEOMETRIC'CROSS SECTIONS FOR NUCLIDES 1- 1 IN MEDIUM 1 IN RECIPROCAL CENTIMETERS
MAXIMUM HYDROGEN CROSS SECTIONS FOR PARTICLE TYPES 1 THROUGH 5 IN MEDIUM I IN RECIPROCAL CENTIMETERS
0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
TRANSPORT CROSS SECTIONSITHE SUM OF 'GEOMETRIC' XSECTS •MAX HYDROGEN XSECT+MAX DECAY XSECTI FOR PARTICLE
TYPES I THROUGH 7 IN MEDIUM I IN RECIPROCAL CENTIMETERS
0.0	 0.0	 0.2902E-01 0.0	 0.2902E-01 0.3673E-03 0.3673E-03
'GEOMETRIC'CROSS SECTIONS FOR NUCLIDES I- 1 IN MEDIUM 2 ::J RECIPROCAL CENTIMETERS





TRANSPORT CROSS SECTIONSITHE SUM OF 'GEOMETRIC' XSECTS+MAX HYDROGEN XSECT+MAX DECAY XSECTI FOR PARTICLE
TYPES I THROUGH 7 IN MEDIUM 2 IN RECIPROCAL; CENTIMETERS







XZONE BUDSMAL0.10000D 05, 0.100000 05
TZONE ENDS -0.10000D 05, 0.10000D 05
HONE BNDS 0.0	 0.180000 02
ZONE	 I	 1	 I
XBLOK BUDS -0.100000 05, 0.100000 05
TBLOK BADS -0.100000 05. 0.I00000 05
ZBLOK BUDS 0.0	 0.60000D 01. 0.120000 02. 0.180000 OZ
BLOCK	 1	 l	 I
MEDIA	 I









READING LOG. 9 AS NMT TAPE
MAXBCH MAXCA5 WAY NGROUP NPIOK : AICOL NOW NExITE NSPRED NW5PRD NSEUDO NBERTP
20	 25	 2	 2048	 0	 a	 I	 1	 0	 0	 1	 1
EMRX 0.1500E 04
CUTOFF ENERGIES FOR TYPES 1-7
0.1500E 02 0.150DE 02 0.2232E 01 0:2I56E 01 0.2232E 01 0.1693E 01 0.1693E 01
MEDIUM	 1
NUCLIOE NO.	 Z N0.	 A NO.
	
'GEOMETRIC' XSECT (PER CH(
I	 0,8200E 02	 0.2070E 03	 0.8104E-01
TRANSPORT XSECTS FOR PARTICLE TYPES 1-7 IN MEDIUM 	 I IN PER CM
	
0.8104E-01 0.8I04E-01 0.8806E-01 0.0
	
0.8806E-01 0.8885E-04 0.8885E-04
MAX HYDROGEN XSECTS FOR PARTICLE TYPES 1-5 IN MEDIUM	 I IN PER CH
	
0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
MEDIUM	 2
NUCLIDE NO.
	 Z NO.	 A NO.	 'GEOMETRIC' X5ECT (PER CHI
I	 0.8200E 02	 0.2070E 03	 0.8104E-01
TRANSPORT XSECTS FOR PARTICLE TYPES I-7 IN MEDIUM 	 2 IN PER CM
	
0.8104E-01 0.8104E-OI 0.8806E-01 0.0 	 0.8806E-01 0.8885E-04 0.8885E-04
MRX HYDROGEN XSECTS FOR PARTICLE TYPES I-5 IN MEDIUM 	 IN PER CM
	
0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
END BATCH I aSR NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 0 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 45
END BATCH 2 05R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 0 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 82
END BATCH 3 05R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 0 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 113
END BPT;H 4 05R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 0 CUMULATIVE NO, CASCADES COMPLETED 151
FNri Ri•1TCH 5 05R NEUTRONS PRODUCED iN THIS BATCH 0 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 1911
END BATCH 6 O5R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 0 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 238
END BATCH 7 O5R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS TATCH 0 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 280
END BATCH 8 O5R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 0 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 318
END BATCH 9 05R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH O CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 360
END BATCH 10 O5R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 0 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 394
END BATCH 11 05R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN TWS BATCH 0 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 439
END BATCH 12 05R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 0 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 471
END BATCH 13 .
	
05R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 0 CUMULATIVE NO., CASCADES COMPLETED S15
ENO BATCH 14 05R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 0 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 554
END BATCH 15 O5R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 0 CUMULATIVE NO. CASLSOES COMPLETED y80
END BATCH I6 OSR NEUTRONS. PRODUCED IN.THI.S BATCH 0 CUMULATIVE. NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 610
END BATCH l7 OSR NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 0 CUMULATIVE X10, CASCADES COMPLETED 649
END BATCH 18 GSR NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 0 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 1578
END BATCH 19 O5R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS.BATCH 0 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES rOMPLETED 712
END BATCH 20 05R NEUTRONS PRODUCED IN THIS BATCH 0 CUMULATIVE NO. CASCADES COMPLETED 754
REAL PSEUDO REAL PSEUDO PSEU00 REAL PSEUDO
NONWOR©G NONOTOROG HYDROGEN' WDROGEN OECA1t " ELASTIC ELASTIC
COLLISIONS COLLISIONS COLLISIONS. COLLISIONS	 COLLISIONS COLLISIONS COLLISIONS
MEDIUM 1 0.0




PSEUDO COLLISIONS HITHIN INTERNAL VOID BY PARTICLES OF
	
TYPE I
	 TYPE 2	 TYPE 3	 TYPE 4	 TYPE 5	 TYPE 6	 TYPE 7
	





	 NEGEX = 0
	
LOWAZ = 0
	 FINAL RANDOM NO. = 42FF13855IF1
TIME= 12.05 SECONDS













Listing of NMT Analysis Program
C	 NMT ANALYSIS- SAMPLE PROBLEM




3, NPART (6) , NEL (8) . NAMER (40)
4	 , X.T.Z.XC.YC,ZC.OLDWT.WT.E,EC,U,V.W.TIP.RPR.2PR.EREC.EX
5. HE VSUM, UU, EMAX, WTEVAP. ZZ (10.16) . A (10.16) . S I GG (10.17) , S I GMX (7, I 7)
6. HSI GG (5, 17) . TIPA (40) . ER (40) . UP 1401 , VA (40) , WR (40) , WTA (401




1	 READ (IN. 2. END-999) NHST
2 FORMRT (I 1 Ol
10 CALL REDNMT
NCL = NCOL + 5
GOTO(70,60.25,20.25.10,10,10.40.10.10,40.25).NCL
C NCOL =	 -4.-3.-2,-1. 0. 1. 2. 3, 4. 5. 6. 7. B




PCUR Q. J. KI = 0.
22 PCUR2 (I, J. K) = 0.
PBCH = FLORT (MAXCRS)
BCHS = FLOAT (MRXBCH)
GO TO 10
25 WRITE(IO.26) NCOL
26 FORMAT (1H1. ' NCOL = ', 15. ' IN MAIN•)
CALL ERROR
RETURN
40 NTYP = IFIX (TIP) + I
IF (W) 42.45.47
42 NSIGN = 1
GO TO 49
45 WRITE(I0,46) W
46 FORMRT(1HI,' W = ',E17.7,' IN MAIN')
GOTO 10
47 NSIGN = 2
49 IZ = IFIX( ZC/6.0 } + 1
PC (IZ.NSIGN,NTTP) T PC (IZ,NSIGN,NTYP) + WT
GO TO 10
60 00 65 I=1.4
00 65 J=1.2
00 65 K=1.7
PCUR (I . J, K) = PCUR (I , J. K) + PC (I . J, K) /PBCH
PCUR2 (I , J. K1= PCUR2 (I . J, K) + (PC (I . J. K) /PCCH) w*2
65 PC (I . J. K) = 0.
GO TO 10
70 BCHSS = BCHS -1




I F (PCUR (I , J. K) . E(1. 0,) GO TO 75
PCUR2 `(I , J. Kl = (PCUR2 (I. J, K) /BCHS - 1PCUR (I. J, K)./BCHS) ww2) /BCHSS
C	 SAMPLE VARIANCE (TREATING EACH BATCH AS -A SRHPLE)
PCUR (I J. K) = PCUfi (I, J K) /BCH5
PCUR2 (:I , J. K) = 100. * SORT( ASS( PCUR2 (I. J. K) )1 /PCUR (I, J. Kl
C	 RELATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION EXPRESSED IN PERCENT.`.
75 CONTINUE
WHITE 110.80;
80 FORMAT (IHIJUX, ' NMT OUTPUT FOR SAMPLE PROBLEM'/ 8X. ' PARTIAL CU
1RRENTS..PT Z = 0,6.12. AND I.S. CM..',/11X. 	 IN ;AN 1$ CM.:THICK INFINI
2TE PS 'SLAB'/5X,'UNITS- (P9RTICLE5/CM2/5EC) / (INCIDENT PI+/CM2/SEC) ')
WR I TE ( 10.82)
82 FORMRT IIHO;17X.'' PARTICLE IOENTIFICRTI{IN'/I IX. ' I-PROT.2-NEUT.3^-Pl+





Listing of NMT Analysis Program.
NBERTP=N




86 FORMAT (IHO, 'Z P05. (CM)	 0.0	 6.0	 12.	 18.
1	 '1
00 100 NTYP = NI,N2
IF (NTYP. Eq. 41 GO TO 100
WHITE (I0.87) NTYP.EMIN (NTYP)
87 FORMAT(IHO, 2X.' PARTICLE TYPE _ '.I2, 4X.' CUTOFF ENEHGY = '.EII.
13. 1
 MEV')
00 95 NSIGN =1.2
IF (NSIGN.GT .1) GO TO 89
WHITE (IO,88)
88 FORMAT(1HO.1SX.' NEGATIVE PARTIAL CURRENTS')
Gil TO 95
89 WRITE (I0, 90)
90 F0RMRT(1110.15X,' POSITIVE PARTIAL CURRENTS'1

















READING LOG. 9 AS NHT TAPE
MAXBCH MRXCAS MXMAT MGROUP NPIM NICOL NQUIT NEXITE NSPRED NWSPRD NSEUDO NPERTP
20	 25	 2	 2048	 0	 0	 1	 1	 0	 0	 1	 1
EMAX 0.1500E Ord
CUTOFF ENERGIES FOR TYPES 1-7
0.1500E 02 0.1500E 02 0.2232E 01 0.PME 01 0.2292E 01 0.169SE 01 0.1693E 01
MEDIUM
NUCLIDE NO.	 z No.	 A NO.	 'GEOMTRIC` XSECT (PER CMI
I	 0.8200E 02	 0.2070E 03
	 0.8104E-01
TRANSPORT XSECTS FM PARTICLE TYPES 1-7 IN KDIUK	 1 IN PER CM
0.8104E-01 0. 8104E-01 0.880E-01 0.0	 0.8808E-01 0.8885E-04 0.8885E-04














TRANSPORT XSECTS FM- PRRTICLE TYPES 1-7 IN MEDIUM
	 2 IN PER CM
0.8104E-01 0.8101E-01 0.8806E-01 0.0 	 0.8806E-01 0.8885E-04 0.888SE-04
MAX HYDROGEN XSECTS FOR PARTICLE TYPES 1-5 IN HEDIUM
	
2 IN PER CM
0.0







TABLE IX (Cont Id.)
NMT Analysis Output
NMT OUTPUT FOR SAMPLE PROBLEH
PARTIAL CURRENTS AT E - 0.6,12. AND 18 CM.




E POS. (CHI 	 0.0	 6.0	 12.	 18.
PARTICLE TYPE s 1	 CUTOFF ENERGY - O.ISOE 02 HEV
NEGATIVE PARTIAL CURRENTS
VALUE	 0.1999E-01 0.5992E-02 0.3999E-02 0.0
REL. ERROR 0.426E 02 0.729E 02 0.688E 02 0.0
POSITIVE PARTIAL CUR{FENTS
VALUE	 0.0	 0.103SE 00 0.1138E 00 0.798BE-01
REL. ERRM 0.0	 01. IBM 02 0.115E 02 0.192E 02
PARTICLE TYPE a 2	 CUTOFF ENERGY - O.ISOE 02 HEV
NEGATIVE PARTIAL CURRENTS
VALUE0.5808E 00 0.3770E 00 0.1835E 00 0.0
REL. ERROR 0.574E 01 0.102E 02 0.171E 02 0.0
POSITIVE PARTIAL CURRENTS
VALUE	 0.0	 0.6229E 00 0.826SE 00 0.6263E 00
REL. ERROR 0.0	 0.881E 01 0.656E 01 0 . 539E 01




0.1997E-0I 0.9957E-02 0. 9968E-02 0.0
REL. ERROR 0.370E 02 0.397E 02 0.397E 02 0.0
POSITIVE PFIRTIAL CURRENTS
VALUE
	 0.0	 0.7797E 00 0.5875E 00 0.4495E 00
BE'. ERROR 0.0	 0.222E 01 0.356E 01 O.SSIE 01
PARTICLE TYPE = 5	 CUTOFF ENERGY = 0.223E 01 MEV
NEGATIVE PARTIAL CURRENTS
VALUE	 0.1199E-01 0.1983E-02 0.0	 0.0





	 0.7977E:-02 0.1196E-01 0.1594E-01
REL. ERROR 0.0
	
























READING LOG.	 2 AS NHT TAPE
MAXBCH	 MAXCAS	 WHAT	 NGROUP	 NPION	 NICOL	 NOU1T	 NEXITE	 NSPRED	 NWSPRD	 NSEUDO	 N9ERTP




CUTOFF ENERGIES FOR TYPES 1-7
.` 0.8857E 00
	 0.150DE 02
	 0.1318E 00	 0.1273E 00	 0.1318E 00	 13.1000E 00	 0.1000E 00
MEDIUM	 1
:.--: NUCLIDE NO.
	 2 NO.	 A NO.	 'GEMETRIC" XSECT (PER CHI1	 0.8200E 02	 0.20713E 03	 0.0 
TRANSPORT XSECTS FOR PARTICLE "'PES 1w7 IN H£DIl3H 	 I IN PER CM
0.0	 0.0	 0.2901ti-0I	 0.0	 0.29D2E-III	 0.3673E-03	 0.3673E-03
MAX HYDROGEN XSECTS FOR PARTICLE TYPES 1-5 IN MEOIUH
	 1 IN PER CH0.0	 D.0	 0.0
	 0.0	 0.0
MEDIUM	 2
NUCLIDE NO.	 E NO.	 A NO.	 "GEO3^TRIC" XS£C7 (PER CHI
1	 0.8200E 02	 0.2070E D3	 0.0
TRANSPORT XSECTS FOR PARTICLE TYPES 1-7 IN HEDIUM 	 2 IN PER CM
0.0
	 0.0	 0.2902E-01	 0.0	 0.2902E-0I	 0.3573E-03	 0.3673E-03
NIX HYDROGEN XSECTS FOR PARTICLE TYPES 1-5 IN MEDIUM 	 2 IN PER CH








NKT OUTPUT FOR SAMPLE PROBLEM
' PARTIAL CURRENTS AT P m 0,642. ANO 16 CH.




E POS. ICH1	 0.0	 6.0	 12.	 18.
PARTICLE TYPE -	 5	 CUTOFF ENERGY r	 0.1OOE 00 HEY
NEORTIVE PARTIAL CURRENTS
VALUE	 0.13S1E^-03	 0.5038E-(N	 0.0	 0.0
IiEL. ERROR
	
0.919E 02	 0.551E 02	 0.0	 0.0
= POSITIVE PARTIAL CURRENTS





0.611E 01	 O.k89E Ol	 0.372E 01
PFATICLE TYPE !	 7	 CUTOFF ENERGY - 	 0.1OOE 00 HEY
NEGATIVE PARTIFt CURRENTS
VALUE
	 0.5078E-09 	 0.2370E-04	 0.0	 0.0
REL. ERPM	 0.567E 02
	
O.IODE 03	 0.0	 0.0
POSITIVE PFIRTIFL CURRENTS
1
VALL'E	 0.0	 0.0	 0.3530E-09	 0.7210E-04
FIEL. DIRMI	 0.0
	 0.0	 0.700E 02	 0 . 713E 02 '	 J




















I  _ ai
75
TABLE X
InPut for XSECT Program
CODE 8
PB SYSTEM DATA FOR NMTC SAMPLE PROBLEM.
























P8 SYSTEM DATA FOR NMTC SAMPLE PR,USLEM.






82207	 0.03300000	 to 2. 0. 0. . 0
82207	 0.03300000	 9. 0. 0. 0. 0
''	 ? MEDIUM 2
	 POINTS	 64
ELEMENT	 OENSITT	 SIGMAS
- 82207	 0.03300050	 1. 2, 0. 0. 0
82207	 0.03300000	 9. 0. Q. 0. 0:}s	 i
I F1 SCATTERERS	 ELEMENT	 POINTS
82207	 611
A—OK


















NMTC SRMPLE PROB.-1SOOMEV P1+ MESONS ON PB.THIS IS 05R INPUT. CARD A900 1200 wa0	 1 0.5
	 1 CARD B
2 1 CARD C
I 0 CARD DI207. 0. CARD El2. 7 0.981 0. CARD F1
:.:... 1 0 CAJID 02.
207. 0. CARD E2
.2.71 0.981 0. CARD F2
BLANK SOURCE CARD CARD G
BLANK SOURCE CARD CARD H






0	 0 CARD K0	 0	 0 0	 1.	 0.981 1. CARD M1
CARD M2
CARD N
0 0 CARD P
2 MALE GEOM A
XZONE BNDS
-10000,. 10000. GEOM B
YZONE BNDS - 1 0000. 1 10000. GEOM C
2ZONE BNDS 18. GEOM D
• i ZONE 1 O 11 GEOM E
XDLOK BNDS
-10000.. 10000. GEOM F
YBLOK 'BND5
-10000,. 10000. GEOM G
2BLOK BNDS 0.. 6.+	 12..	 18. GEOM H
BLOCK 1 1	 1 GEOM JI
MEDIA 1 GEOM KI
BLOCK 1 1	 2 GEOM J2


























NMTC SAMPLE PROB.-1SOOMEV PI+ MESONS ON PB.THIS 15 OSR INPUT. CARD	 A
_.i RUG.	 3 1960
NSTPTo	 900	 NMOST- 1200	 NITSm 20	 NOUIT-	 1	 EBOT- 0.50000D 00 THERH= I +:
MEDIR=	 2	 CTAPES=	 1.	 1	 ETRPE-	 0.3856713 08	 NFONE- 1 •STRPE-	 0
P Fl SCATTERERS





	 64	 NFISHN- 0
'•: ELEM 10
	 SIGMR 10	 DENSTT MASS LF1
.4 82207	 11	 2.	 0.	 0.	 0	 0.03300000 207.00000 1
^.: 82207	 9.	 0.	 0.	 0.	 0	 0.033x]0000 0.0 0
SLOTH=	 0.271000 of	 SLOPS=	 0.984000 00	 SLOPS=	 0.0
MEDIUM= 2	 LHAX=	 2	 NPTS=






SP207	 1.	 2.	 0.	 0.	 0	 0.03300000 207.00000 1




0.98400D 00	 SLOES-	 0.0
j ESOUR=	 0.0	 U1NP=	 0.0	 VINP=	 0.0 WIMP= 0.0	 WTSTRT= 0.0
XSTRT-	 0.0
	
TSTRT=	 0.0	 ZSTRT=	 0.0 NMEO=	 0	 NREG-	 0
u	
S















	 WILL= 1	 MXREG=	 0	 MAXGP=	 0 }
0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0.100000 01	 0.984000 00	 0.10000D 01
-1	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
NSOUR= 0	 HFISTP=	 Q is
PHI TAPE=
















XZONE ENDS -0.100000 05. 0.100000 05
VZONE ENDS -0.100000 05. 0.10000D 05
ZZONE ENDS 0.0	 0.180000 02
ZONE	 l	 I	 1
XBLOK ENDS -0,100000 05. 0.I00000 05
TBLOK ENDS -0.100000 05. 0,10000D 05
	
i
ZBLOK ENDS 0.0	 0.500000 01. 0.12000D 02. 0.180000 02














0 NO QUADRIC SURFACES
	
i


















X AVERAGE	 T AVERAGE-	 Z AVERAGE	 RANDOM
0.103009400 01	 0.384646460 00	 0.770750920 01 	 226715981351
NNEM
649
--- INELAS INPUT DATA ---
NBT = 9
MEDIUM = 1
	 NO. INELASTIC SCRTTER6 15 = I
	
NO. ELASTIC SCATTERERS = 1
CHG. AND MASS NO. OF INELASTIC SCATTERERS---
Z = 82.0	 A = 207.0
MEDIUM = 2
	 NO. INELASTIC SCRTTERERS - I
	
NO. ELASTIC SCATTERERS m 1
CHG. AND MOSS NO. OF INELASTIC SCATTERERS---
0.0 0.0
0.803833700 03 0.101405430 00
0.0 0.0
0.491929170 03 0.22169005D DO
0.0 0.0
0.575551530 03 0.29960568D 00
0.0 0.0
0.446416760 03 -0.110057910 00
0.0 0.0
0.70829305D 03 0.144811310 00
0.0 0.0
0.7I1951430 03 -0.137923470 00
0.0 0.0
0.357102800 03 0.418079150 00
0.0 0.0
0,879572280 03 -0.149008080 00
0.0 0.0
0.74341350D 03 -0.!5593.1470 01
0.0 0.0
0.755112930 03 0.60243304D 00
0.0 0.0
0.555788760 03 0.16737848D 00
0.0 0.0
0.756027030 03 0.10731086D 01
0.0 0.0
0.559736259 03 0.11825780D 01
0.0 0.0
0.4154I4290 03 0.182158560 01
0.0 0.0
0.52490I26D 03 0.731188890 00
0.o 0.0
0.69660708D 03. 0.123975160 01
0.0 0.0
0.509015I20 03 -0.62384956D 00
0.0 0.0.
0.640756950 03 -0.161916810 01
0.0 0.0
0.635923860 03 0.6419777613 00
0.0 0.0
TIME=	 2 MINUTES :18.50 SECONDS
Z =	 82.0 A = 207.0
0.0 0.0 89470150571 701
-0.69807032D 00 D.85492238D 01 8947R7150571 806
0.0 0.0 E68440674620 867
-0.24128102D 00 0.848839170 01 E6844B67462D 493
0.0 0.0 4CEE2RCO58E5 529
-0.I65935950 00 0.9554877213 01 4CERACO5OE5 577
0.0 0.0 27062E3F2655 6I4
-0.638793320 00 0.927196060 01 27062EBF2655 448
0.0 0.0 B826BOSC98C5 474
-0.767448600 00 0.725320210 01 B826BOBC98CS 710
0.0 0.0 49640FBBCDAI 756
-0.96655973D-01 0.688918790 OI 4964OF83CORI 7I4
0.0 0.0 DBB756CC43EI 769
-0.200352090 01 0.8927243OD 01 D6B756CC43EI 35B
0.0 0.0 DEB906833C25 382
0.346653800 00 0.974092810 01 OE89DSB33C25 882
0.0 0.0 GAF25HEABAD 955
-0.38273216D 00 0.803043070 01 6RF25E3EA6AD 745
0.0 0.0 CE0976702D35 804
0.349317390-01 0.846365370 01 CE0976702035 757
0.0 0.0 A9B69E0B!1FE5 800
-0.11834540D 01 0.903056870 OI R069ECEVE5 557
0.0 0.0 802SES98FOCI 600
-0.107126710 01 0.92729236D 01 8026EG98FBCI 758
0.0 0.0 E928862EBDFO 800
-0.735698000 00 0.678167790 01 E928B62EBDF0 561
0.0 0.0 EOF735923EED 593
-0.2113569413 01 0.863296300 01 EDF73SP23EED 416
0. 0 0,0 A06DAIC86340 456
0.37MO224D-DI 0.769398420 01 A060AIC86940 526
0.0 0.0 FEES34COP469 562
0.269602850 00 O.B31751880 01 F0534COF46D 698
0.0 0.0 SIA86F493429 743
0.200253060 00 0.883847070 01 BIAB6F493429 510
0.0 . 0.0
	 . 39E207EE48B1 545
-0.II253382D 00 0.838056850'01 39E207EFu.881 6112
0.0 0.0 F49175RG1C95 704
0.323565760 00 066117930.10 01 F49175RDIC95. 637





Listing of 05R Analysis Program
C RNALTSIS PROGRAM FOR 05R IN NMTC SAMPLE PROBLEM
DIMENSION C (4.2, 3) , C2 (4, 2, 3) , CUR (4.2, 3)
COMMON/PRRRMS/NCOL.SPDSO,W.Z,WATE,SPOLB.WDLD,OLDW T
00 2 I	 =1.4
002J= 1,2
00 2 K =1.3
-,	 Y C	 (I.J,K)	 = 0.
C2	 II.J,K)	 = 0.
2 CUR (I . J. K)	 = 0.
READ(5.3)	 NHISTR.NHISMX.NWPCOL,MRXCRS,MAXBCH
3 -FORMAT (515)
PBCH = FLOAT (MRXCAS) r
.: BCHS = FLOAT (MRXBCH)
WRITE(6.4)NHISTR.NHISMX.NWPCOL,MRXCRS,MRXBCH
4 FORMAT 0H1,11X, ' 05R ANRLTSIS FOR NMTC SAMPLE PROBLEM'/
1	 9X. NHISTR -	 *
	
NHISMX =	 NWPCOL =	 ,I5/ISX..I5.,I5, r:
2	 'r1RXCR5 =
	 '.15, '	 MRXBCH =	 `.15)
5 CALL RE005R(NHISTR.NHISMX.NTTPE.NWPCOL)
IF (NTTPE) 10.20.80 -
"- 10 WRITE (6.11)	 NTTPE, NCOL
11 FORMAT (1H1. 'NTTPE _
	
',15. '	 NCOL =	 '. I5),
CALL ERROR
';`	 • 20 IF (NCOL) 10, 5. 25
25 GO TO	 15.	 10.	 10.	 30.	 10,	 10.	 30.10,	 10) , NCOL
C NCOL =	 1.	 2.	 3,	 4.	 5.	 6.	 7.	 8,	 9
30 IF (WOLO)	 42, 45.47
42 NS = I
GO TO 49
45 WRITE (6,46)	 WOLO
1 46 FORMRT(1H1.' WOLD =	 '.E17.7,'	 IN MAIN')
GO TO 5
47 NS = 2
49 IZ =	 IFIXQ/6.)	 + I r=	 y
N=1
C N=1 CURRENT OF NEUTRONS ABOVE THERMAL. t
.f IF (SPOSO. E©. I ,) 	 N=2
C N=2 THERMAL NEUTRON CURRENT.
50 CUR (IZ, NS, N)	 =	 CUR (I Z, NS, N)	 +	 OLOWT
t'- IF (N,EQ.3)	 GO TO 5 I:
N=3
'
C N=3 IS TOTAL	 1N=1 AND N=2).
GO TO 50
80 GO TO	 ( 85.	 10,	 95)	 . NTTPE !
85 00 86 1=1.4 s f
DO 86 J=1,2
00 66 K=1.3
C Q. J, K)	 = C Q. J. K)
	 +	 CUR (I , J, K) /PBCH
C2(I,J,K)= C2(1,J.K)	 +	 (CUR(I,J.K)/PBCH)**2
86 CUR 11. J, K)	 = 0.
,.
GO TO 5
95 BCHSS = BCHS -1
IF (BCHSS.E©.0) BCHSS = I
f 0.0.97 I =1.4
0097J=1.2
00 97 K =1.3
j IF[	 C	 (I . J, K) . EQ, 0) .GO TO 97 .
C2 (I, J, K)	 - IC2 Q. J, K) /BCHS -
	
(C (I , J, K) /BCHS) )vw2)	 /BCHSS
C	 Q.JK1 - £ (I,:f.K) /BCHS
C2(I,J 0 11)	 `_	 100:* SORT( ABS( C2(I.J,K)1) 	 ! C(I.J.KI
97 CONTINUE C
WRITE (6; 991
99.FORHRT(1H0, 3X,' PARTIAL NEUTRON CURRENTS AT Z = 0.AND 18CM..5.12
1 `111X. ;' P	 IN AN i8` . CM.: THICK 'INFINITE''PB SLAB. '/
2	 SX. "UNITS- (NEUTRONS/CM2/SEC) / (INCIDENT PI+/CM2/SEC) .l i.




.100; WR T_TE :(6.101)
lfll ' F0 MAT:11HQ, '.	 OF NEUTRONS ABOVE THERMAL 'AND BELOW NMT NEUTRON CUTO





Listing of 05R Analysis Program
111 FORMAT(1H0.' OF THERMAL NEUTRONS')
GO TO 120
115 WRITE (6.116)
116 FORMAT(1HO,' OF ALL NEUTRONS BELOW NMT NEUTRON CUTOFF ENERGT')
120 00 150 NS = 1,2
IF (NS.GT . 11 GO TO 125
WRITE (6,121)
121 FORMAT (1HO. ISX.' NEGATIVE PARTIAL CURRENTS')
GO TO 150
125 WRITE (6.126)
126 FORMAT(1HO,ISX.' POSITIVE PARTIAL CURRENTS')
150 WRITE (6,160) (C (I,NS'N) . I=1, 11 , (C2:(I.NS,N) .I=1.11
160 FORMRT(1HO.' VALUE





















OSR ANRLTSIS FOR NMTC SRMPLE PROBLEM
NHISTR a	 2 NHISMX =	 2 NWPCOL =	 8
MRXCRS =	 25 MA!BCH =	 20
PARTIAL NEUTRON CURRENTS AT i = 0. 6.12 AND 18CM.
IN RN 18 CM. THICK INFINITE PB SLAB.
UNITS-(NEUTRONS/CM2/SEC)/IIhCIDENT PI+/CM2/S£C)
OF NEUTRONS ABOVE THERMAL. AND BELOW NMT NEUTRON CUTOFF ENERGT
NEO.RTIVE PARTIAL CURRENTS
VALUE	 0.1398E 02 0.1748E 02 0.I194E 02 0.0
REL. ERROR 0.509E 01 0.579E G1
	 0.599E 01 0.0
POSITIVE PARTIAL CURRENTS
t
F VALUE	 0.0	 0.1339E 02	 0.17551= 02 0.1262E 02
REL. ERROR	 0.0	 0MSE 01
	 0.53BE 01 0.547E 01
OF THERMRL NEUTRONS
NEGATIVE PARTIAL CURRENTS
"t VALUE	 0.0	 0.0	 O.G 9.GREL. ERROR	 0.0
	 0.0	 0.0 0.0
POSITIVE PARTIAL CURRENTS
' VALUE	 0.0
	 0.0	 0.0 0.0
REL. ERROR	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 0.0
OF ALL NEUTRONS BELOW UHT NEUTRON CUTOFF ENERGT
NEGATIVE PARTIAL CURRENTS +^
VALUE	 0.1398E 02	 0.1746£ 02	 0,1118E 02 0.0





VALUE	 0.0	 0.1339E 02
	 0.1755E 02 0.1262E 02












Output from NMT Edit Program
READING LOG.	 9 AS NMT TAPE
MRXBCH MAXCRS
	
MXMAT	 NGROUP	 NPIDK	 NICOL	 NQUIT	 NEXITE	 NSPAED	 NW5PR0	 NSEUOD NBERTP
20 25	 2	 2098	 0	 O	 1	 1	 0	 0 1 1
' EMAX	 0.1500E 04
K
CUTOFF ENERGIES FOR TYPES 1-7
0.1500E 02
	 0.1500E 02	 0.2232E 01	 0.2156E 01	 0.2232E 01	 0.1699E 01	 0.1693E Ol
MEDIUM	 I
~? NUCLIDE NO. Z NO.	 R NO.
	
'GEOMETRIC' XSECT	 (PER CHI
1	 0.8200E 02	 0.2070E 03	 0.6I04E-01
TRANSPORT XSECTS FOR PARTICLE TYPES 1-7 IN MEDIUM 	 I IN PER CH
0:8104E-01 0.8109E-01
	
0.8806E-01	 0.0	 0.8806E-01	 0.8885E-04	 0.0885E-04
^i
MAX HYDROGEN XSECTS FOR PARTICLE TYPES I-5 IN MEDIUM	 I IN PER CM
} 0.0 0.0	 0.0
	 0.0	 0.0
MEDIUM	 2
NUCLIDE NO. Z NO.	 A NO.	 'GEOMETRIC' XSECT	 [PER CHI
I	 0.8200E 02	 0.2070E 03	 0.8104E-0.1
TRANSPORT XSECTS FOR PARTICLE TYPES 1-7 IN MEDIUH 	 2 IN PER CH
0.8104E-01 0.8104E:-01	 0.8806E-01	 0.0	 0.8806E-01	 0.8885E-04	 0.6885E44
MAX HYDROGEN XSECTS FOR PARTICLE TYPES 1-5 IN MEDIUM 	 2 IN PER CH
- 0.0 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 010
NCOL NDCAS NAME
	 MRT NMEO	 LELEM NOPAAT	 NABOV
	
NBELO NPARTI NPART2 NPRRT3 NPART4 NPA13T5 NPRRT6 BOLD BLZ
.	 .-`
I 1 I	 1 1	 0	 0	 0	 D	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 00082081 00082081
x T Z	 XC	 YC	 ZC	 OLOWT	 WT E EC
. 0.0 0.0 0.0	 0.7863E 66	 0.7863E 66	 0.7863E 65	 0.1000E 01	 0.1000E 01 0.1500E 04	 0.7853E 56
U V W	 TIP	 RPR	 ZPA	 EREC	 EX HEVSUM UU




NMED	 LELEM NOPART	 NRBOV	 NBELO NPARTI NPART2 NPART3 NPART4 WARTS NPART6 BOLO BLZ






Z	 xC	 YC	 ZC	 OLOWT	 WT
0.0
	





U V WTIP	 APR	 ZPR	 EREC	 EX HEV5UM UU
0.0 0.0 0.1000E 01
	
0.2000E 01	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0
NCOL NOCAS NAME	 MAT NMED	 LELEM NOPART	 NRBOV	 NBELO NPARTI NPART2 NPART3 NPART4 NPARTS NPRRT6 BOLD BLZ
5 1 1	 1 1	 0	 -1	 0	 0	 0	 0_	 0	 0	 0	 0 00082081 00082081
v x r ZXC	 YC	 ZC	 OLOWT	 WT E EC






0.9988E 00	 0.99751: 00 0.1483E 04	 0.1411E 04
V W	 TIPAPR	 ZPA	 EREC	 EX HEV5UM UU
.`
U




	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0
NCOL NOCAS NAME	 MAT NMED	 LELEM NOPART	 NRBOV	 WELD NPARTI-NPART2 NPRRT3 NPRRT4 NPRRT5 NPRRT6 BOLD BLZ
7 1 1	 1 2	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 00082081 00102081
x T Z	 XC	 YC	 ZC	 OLDHT	 WT E EC
0.0 0.0 0.5742E DI
	
0.0	 0 .0	 0.6000E 01	 0.9975E 00	 0.9975E 00 0.1411E 04	 0 . 1 1107E 04
U V N	 TIP	 RPR	 ZPR	 EREC	 Ex HEVSUM UU {
0.0 0.0 0.1000E 01
	 0.2000E 01
	
0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0
NCOL NOCAS NAME	 MAT NMED	 LELEH NOPQRT	 NRBOV	 NSELO N°ART 'I NPART2 NPART3 NPART4 NPARTS NPART6 BOLD BLZ
5 1 1	 2 2	 0	 -1	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0 00102081 00102081
: x T Z	 XC	 rC	 ZC	 OLDFIT	 NT E E[
0.0 0.0 0.6000E 01
	
0.0	 010	 0.8850E 01	 0.9975E 00	 0.9961E 00 0.1407E 04	 0.13G4E 04
U V N	 TIP	 RPR	 ZPA	 EREC	 EX HEVSUM W





.0.0	 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0
NCOL NOCAS NAME
	 HAT NMED	 LELEM NOPART	 NRBOV	 NBELO NPARTI NPART2 NPART3 NPAAT4 WARTS NPRR16 BOLO BLZF 2 1 1	 2 2	 I	 8	 11	 1	 2&	 7	 1	 0	 0	 0 OD102081 00102081
X T Z	 XC	 TC	 ZC	 OLOWT	 NT E EC
0.0 0.0 0.8859E DI	 0.0	 D.0	 0.1099E 02	 0.9961E 00	 0.59!181" 00 0.1:354E .04 0.1331E 04




0.9550E 03	 0.7200E 02 . 0.4194E 01	 0.5283E 03 0.15711E 02	 0:5928E 01
WHEA TIPR	 EA	 Un	 VA	 HA 	 14TR
CD 2 0.3000E L'
	
0.3257E 02 -0.5585E 00 	 0.9396E-01
	
00	 0.9948E 00.0.8242E
3 0.30DOE 01 - 	0.2232E 03 -0.2530E 00 -0.5159E.00	 0.818YE :00	 0.3998E 00
1f._ 0.0
	 ZT2186E 03'.'0.5782E " n0 --0.3816E 00	 'O:.S281E 00 . .T99^1BE 00




6 0.1000E.01	 0.6555E 02 x0.8586E-0i- '0.9962E 00,,-:0.4742E-01, o.9948E 00
7 OX	 0.3256E 02 -0.6507E- 01 -0.9960E"00	 0 MSE-01 ' U,11WE `00
a 0.0	 0,2485E 02 "U.584SE DO 	 0 11991E 00:' 0.5397E ^.;0.3948E 00
9 0.10001: 01 , 	 0.2117!_ 102 -0,6'551E. 00 	 0 . 1738E 0[#- -SI..7653E 00
	
00. 0.9998E.
10 0..1;D00E 01: 0 2067E 02 '-0,2909t~ r01 	 0.2195E 110: D':9753E = 0{1::0.9948E 0lT
It 0.0	 0.1690E -02	 0.5178E D0	 0,7015E 00 .-0.1;895E 00	 (1..9948E 0D
12 0.0	 0.:2174E 02. 0,9722E 7 Da -0.5756Ev l	 0.227P-E"00	 01 99481: 00
TABLE XVIII (Cont'd. )
Output from WU Edit Program
TIPB EB	 UB VB WB	 WTB
0.1000E 01	 0.1239E 02	 0.3706E 00 0.6970E 00 0.6139E 00	 0.9948E 00
'F WTEVAP	 EPRRT ARRAY(EVAP	 NEUTRON
	
ENERGY)
0.9948E 00	 0.6339E 01	 0.2117E 02 0.5172E 01 0.9954E 01	 0.5659E 01	 0.1175E 02 0.2889E D1	 0.5515E 01
0.2067E 02	 0.1095E 02 0.2115E 01 0 . 4698E 01	 0.5408E 0I	 0.9630E 01 0.2194E 01	 D.1435E 02
0.7948E 00	 0.6589E 01 0.9408E 01 0.8730E 00	 0.4S75E 01	 0.6839E 01 0.2196E 01	 0.1987E 01
0.3993E 00	 0.2797E 00
WTEVRP EPRRT ARRATIEVAP	 PROTON ENERGY)
0.9948E 00	 0.8499E 01	 0.1199E 02 0.1690!: 02 0.2174E 02	 0,1339E 02	 0.9857E 01 0.8864E 01
WTEVAP HEPART RRRRYIEVAP DEUTERON
	
ENERGTI





LELEM NOP,9AT	 NABOV NBELO NPRRTI NPART2 NPRRT3 NPART4 NPARTS NPART6 BOLD BLZ
7 1	 3 2 1	 0	 0	 0 0	 0 0	 0	 0 0	 0 00102081 D0182081
X Y Z	 xC TC ZC	 OLDWT 147 E EC
0.0 0.0 0,1099E 02 -0.3119E 00 -0.6361E 00 0.1200E 02	 0 . 9948E 00	 0.99118E 00 0.2232E 03	 0.2232E 03
U v W	 TIP APR ZPR	 EREC EX HEVSUM UU
'	 z
-0.2530E 00 -0.5153E 00	 0.8189E 00	 0.10000 01 0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NCOL NOCAS	 NAME MAT NMED	 LELEH NOPART	 NABOV NSELO NPRRTI NPAR72 NPRRT3 NPARTS NPARTS NPART6' BOLD BLZ
2 1	 3 1 1	 1	 2	 2 0	 5 0	 0	 0 0	 0 00182081 00182081
x T Z	 XC IrC ZC	 OLOWT WT E EC
-0.3119E 00 -0.6361E 00	 C.1200E 02 -0.1707E 01 -0.3481E 01 0.1651E 02	 0.9948E 00	 0.99gBE 00 0.2232E 03	 0.2232E 03
r U v W	 TIP APR ZPR	 EREC: EX HEVSUM UU
• -0.2530E 00 -0.5159E 00	 0.8184E DO	 0.1000E 01 0.2010E 03 0.810DE 02	 0.7814E 00	 0.4844E 02 0.0 0.6315E 01 a
NRMEA TIPS	 EA UA VA	 WA WTR
13 0.100GE 01
	
0.1324E 03	 0.3404E GO	 0.1867E 00	 0.9215E 00 0.9948E 00
14 0.0	 0.3465E 02 -0.7139E DO -0.5920E-01 -0.6977E 00 0.9998E 00
WTEVRP	 EPRRT ARRAf(EVAP	 NEUTRON	 ENERGY)
0.9948E 00	 0.3916E 01
	
0.6063E 00 0.6902E 00 0.1146E 01	 0.3094E 00
NCOL NOCAS
	 NAME MAT NMED
	
LELEM NOPART	 NRBOV NB1_LO NPARTI NPART2 NPRRT3 NPART4 NPARTS NPART6 BOLD BLZ
4 1	 13 1 0	 0	 0	 0 0	 0 0	 0	 D 0	 0 00182081 00000000
x r Z	 xC TC ZC	 CLOWT WT E EC
-0.1707E 01
-0.3481E DI	 0.1651E 02 -0.1158E 01 -0.3180E 01 0.1600E 02	 0.9988E 00	 0.9948E 00 0.1324E 03	 0.1324E 03 s
U V W	 TIP APR ZPR	 EREC EX HEVSUM UU_
0.3404E 00 0.1867E 00	 0.9215E 00	 0.1,000E '01 0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 u
NCOL NOCAS	 NAME MAT NMED	 LELEM NOPART	 NABOV NBELO NPRRTI NPAR72 NPARTS NPART4 NPARTS NPARTS BOLD BLZ 1'	 '
1	 4 2 1	 D	 0	 0 0	 0 0	 0	 0 0	 0 00102081 00182081
-i X Y Z	 XC YC ZC	 OLOWT WT E EE
r	 y
0.0 010 0.1099E 02	 0.1089E 01 -0,6130E 00 0.1200E 02	 0 . 9998E 00	 0. .9948E GG 0 . 2188E 03	 0 . 1759E 03
U Y N	 TIP APR ZPR	 EREC EX HEVSUM UU
f 0.6782E 00 -0.3818E 00	 0.6281E 00	 0.0 0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NCOL WAS	 NAME MAT NMED	 LELEM NOPART	 NABOV NBELU NPRRTI NPART2 NPRRT3 NPART4 NPARTS NPART6 BOLD BLZ k	 '
3 1	 4 1 1	 0	 0	 0 0	 O 0	 0	 0 0	 0 00182081 00182081
- X Y Z	 XC YC ZC	 OLOWT WT E EC
0.1089E 01
-0.6130E OD	 0.1200E 02	 0.3519E 01 -0.1980E 01 C.IN2SE 02	 0.994BE 00	 0.9948E 00 0.1758E 03	 0.1500E 02
U V W	 TIP APR ZPR	 EREC EX HEVSUM UU
0.67821: 00 -0.3816E 00	 0.6281E 00	 0.0 0.0 0.0
	
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NCOL NOCRS	 NAME MAT WO	 LELEM NOPART	 NABOV NBELO NPARTI NPART2 NPRRT3 NPRRT4 NPARTS NPART6 BOLO BLZ
7 1	 5. 2 1	 0	 0	 D 0	 0 0	 0	 0 0 	 0 00102081 00182081
x T Z	 xC YC ZC	 OLOWT WT E EC
0.0 0.0 0.1099E 02 -0.7808E 00 -0.9331E 00 0.1200E 02	 0,9948E 00	 0.%948E 00 0.1467E 03	 0.1467E 03 )
U V W	 TIP` APR ZPR	 EREC EX HEVSUX VU
-0.9940E 00 -0.5903E 00	 0.6384E 00	 0.1000E 01 0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0	 -
k^
? j NCOL NOCAS	 NAME MAT NMED
	
LELEM NOPART	 NASOV NSELO NPRRTI HPAAT2 NPRRT3 NPAR14 NPARTS NPART6 BOLD BLZ5 I	 5 1 !	 0	 -1	 0 0	 0 0	 0	 ..0 0	 0 OO1L2081 Ci0182681 ).
X T Z	 xC TC- ZC	 OLDHT HT E EC
-0.7808E 00 -0.9331E 00	 0.1200E 02 -0.4097E 01 -0.889@E 01 0.1629E 02	 0.9948E 80	 0.9948E 00 0.1457E 03	 0.1467E 03
U v W	 TIP RPR 21,13	 EREC EX MEV$UM UU !
-0.494.0E GO -0.5903E 00	 0.6384E. 00	 0.10OCC- 01 0.0 0.0	 0.0'' 0.0 0.0 0.41 r
NCOL NOCAS
	 NAME PAT NMED	 LELEM NOPART	 NRBOV NSELO NPRRTI NPART2 NPARTS NPAf3T4 NPARTS NPART6 BOLO 81.E
4 1	 5 ! 0	 0	 0	 0 0'	 0 .0	 0	 0 0	 0 OW2POB1 00000060
X Y Z	 XC YC ZC	 OLDWT WT E. EC
' -0.4097E 01 - n.4696E 01	 0.1629E 02 -0.5424E 01 -0.6482E 01 0.1800c .02	 0.99481: 00	 0.9988E 00 0.1467E 03	 0.1 1167E 03





0.5384E 00	 0.1000E 01 0.49tJOE 0.0 Q.0	 0.0 0.0
0.0.
O.D
NCOL NOCAS 	 NA1fE MAT	 NMED LELEM NOPS51' 	 NABOV
	
NBELO NPARTI NPEHT21NPART3 HPMT4 NP12RT5 NPARTS HOLD BLZ
5 1	 6 2 2	 0	 -1	 0 0	 0 .0.	 0	 0 0	 D	 00102081 00102081
` x Y F	 xC TC ZC	 OW NT 14T....... E EC .
:. D.O 0.0 0.11199E 02 --0.6715E 90. `D.7781E Ell 0v 1085E 02 ` 0.S948E 00	 01.93118E .00 a - raS55E 02	 .0:65551::02
-: U v . W .	 IIF' APR .. 2f!R	 Ef11 C EX.. HEVSUM UU
-0.6586E-01 0.99621; 00 
-01.17112E-01	 0.1000E . 01 0.0 0.0	 060 0.0 13.0 0.0
NCOL NOCAS	 NAME MAT	 NMED	 LELEM NOPPHT	 NRBOV ' NBELO NPARTI NPART2 NPART3 NPART4 NPARTS NPAR76 BOLD OLE
2 1	 6 2 2	 1	 l	 D I	 5 0	 0.	 0 0	 0	 0010P081 00L02081 .
-, x t XE rcC
...
OLDWT WT E? EC 1
-0 67151_ GO 0 7791E 61
	 0.1..085E 02 -0 1130E 01 0 1650 02 0.1070E 02	 0.9948E 00	 0.9948E 00. 0,5555E 02	 0.6555E 02





' TABLE XVIII ( cont Td.)
' = Output from MU Edit Prog. am
-0.8586E-01 0.9962E 00 -•0.1742E-01	 0,,1000E 01 0.2020E 03 0.820aE 02	 O.W47'A 00 0.51327E 02 0.0 0.0976E Of
TIP8 ES UB VB HB	 HTB
0.1000E 0I MOM 01	 0.2613E 00 0.7027E 00 -O.6SI7E 00	 0.3398E 00
HTEVAP	 EPFh9T AHRAYIEVSP	 NEUTRON	 ENERGY1
` 0.9949E OQ	 0.4440E 01	 0.4262E 01 0.1784E 01 0.1346E 01	 0.4719E 00
NCOL NOCAS	 NAME MOT NMEO LELCH NOPfk9T	 GASOV WELD NPPAT1 NPART2 NPART3 NPAiT4 NPRRT5 WARTS SOLD BLZ
3 1	 7 2 2	 a 0	 a 0	 a 0	 0	 0 0	 0 00102081 00102081
X T 2 Xc YC Zc	 OLONT HT E Ec
0.0 0.0 0.1099E 02 -0.95SOE-02 -0.1462E 00 0.1100F 02	 0.9948E DO 0.9948E 00 0.3255E 02	 0.1500E 02
U V H TIP RPR ZPR	 EREC EX HEVSUM UU
-0.5507E-01
-0.9960E 00	 0.619SE-01	 0.0 0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NCOL NOCRS
	
NFIRE MAT WIED	 LELEH NOPART	 NRBOV NBELO NPARTI NPART2 HPA19T3 NPART4 NPARTS NPART6 ()OLD BLE
3 1	 8 2 2	 0 0	 0 0	 0 a	 0	 a 0	 0 00102061 00102081
x T 2 xC TC Zc	 OLOHT 14T E EC
. 0.0 0.0 0.1099E 02	 0.4241E-01 -0.3621[-01 0,1104E 02	 0.9948E 00 0.9948E 00 0.2485E 02	 O.ISOOE 02
U V H TIP AM ZPR	 EREC EX HEVSUM LRI
- 0.584SE 00
-0.4991E 00	 0.6397E 00	 0.0 0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
s• NCOL NOCAS	 NAME MAT NKD LELEM NOPART	 NRBOV NSEL0 VPA9TI NPART2 NPART3 NPArRT4 NPART5 NPA816 BOLD • aLz
6 1	 9 2 2	 1 0	 a 0	 3 a	 0	 a 0	 0 00102081 00102081
f x T 2 XC TC 2c	 OLORT HT E EC
0.0 0.0 0.1099E 02 -0.2412E 01-- 0.6997E 00 0.8289E 01	 0.9948E 00 "0.99481: DO 0.2117E 02	 0.2117E 02
U Y N UP r4	 i 2 P1	 EREC EH HUSUM UU
y -0.6551E 00 -0.1738E 00 -0.7353E 00	 0.1000E 01 0.2050E 03 0.8200E 02	 0.892DE-01 0.2810E 02 0.0 0.2773E 01
F .4
4
HTE VAP	 EPAAT F49HRY IEVAP	 NEUTRONI	 ENEfGTI
0.9848E 00	 0.2233E 01	 0.4282E DO 0.4499E 00
NCOL NOCRS	 NAME MAT MIED	 LELEM NUFA19T	 NABdV NBELO NPMTI NPPRT2 NPPAT3 NPFA5T4 WART5 NrART6 BOLD BL2
7 1	 10 2 1	 0 0	 0 0	 0 0.	 0	 0 0	 0 00102081 00182081
x T Z KC YC ZC	 OLONT HT. E EC
0.0 0.0 0.1099E 02 -0.2492E-01 .0.2271E 00 0.I200E 02	 0.9948E GO 0.994BE 00 0.2067E 02	 0.2067E 02
U V H TIP Ri'R ZPR	 EREC EX HEV5UH w
-0.2409E-91
-0.2195E 00	 0.9753E 00	 0.1000E 01 0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0j
.{ NCOL NOCRS
	 "NAME MAT NHED	 LELEM NOPART	 NRBOV NBELO NPART1 NPART2 NPART3 NPART4 NPF,975 NPARTG .	 BOLD BL2
{ 4 1	 10 1 0	 0 0	 a 0	 0 0	 0	 a 0	 0 00182081 00000000
x T i xC YC 2C	 OLONT HT E EC
-0.2492E-01
-0.2271E 00	 0.1200E 02 -0.1731E 00 -0.1578E 01 11.1800C 02	 0.9948E 00 0.99!!8£ 00 0.2067E OR	 0.2067E 02
u v 14 TIP
PR
EX
-0.2409E-01 -0.2195E 00	 0.9759E 00	 0.100DE 01 0.OAPR 0.0	
0.0REC- 0.0 OHOVSUH 0.0UU
NCOL NOCAS	
NAME
NMED	 LELE51 NOPART	 NABOV WELD NPRRTI . NPART2 ; NPART3 . NPART4 NPRRTS NPART6 0040 812i 3 1	 it 2 2	 0 0	 0 0	 0 0	 0	 0 0	 0 00102081 00102081
x T 2 XC TC ZC	 OLOHT HT E , EC
0.0 0.0 0.1099E 02	 0.6179E-02 0.8372E-02 0.1099E 02	 0.99481: 0O DAME DO 0,1690E 02	 0.15001= 02sa U V H TIP APR ZPR	 EREC EX HEVSUM w
0.5178E 00 J.7016E 00 -0.4895E DO	 0,0 0.0 0.0	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
NCOL NOCAS
	 N'AHE 14RT NMED	 LELEM NOPART	 NOBOV NOEL0 NPMT1 NPART2 NPART3 NPAEIT4 WARTS NPA9T6 BOLD OLE
3 1	 12 2 2	 0 0	 0 0	 a 0-	 0	 0!. 0	 0 00102081 00102001
X T F xC YC ZG	 OLONT Iid E EC
n 0.0 010 0.1099E 02	 0.4559E-01 0.2696E-02 1 0.110DE 02	 0.99489 00 0.9948E 00 0.2I74E 02	 0.15OOE 02
ll. V N.: TIP APA ZPA,	 EREC HUSUM UU.
0.9722E"00'-0.5756E-01
	 0.2272E 00	 0.0 a.a 0.0	 0.0	 ' 0.0 0.0 0.0 r	 '
NCOL NOCAS	 NAME MAT' lIIKED
	 LELE14 NOPART	 NABtId NSELO NPt lil NPART2 FlPF#iT3. NPART4 NPARTS t;,m s^TG BOLD BL23 1	 fil 1 1	 0 0	 .0 0	 .0 0'	 0	 0 0	 0 00182081 00182081 a;
x r Z xc TC Zc.	 OLONT HT E EC
-Q 1707E. 01 0.3481E 01	 0.1651E 02 441 82SE 01 -0.3491E 01 0.L639E 02	 0.9948E 00 0.994SE:Do 0.3465E 02	 0.150OF O2
U :	 W . : TIP APR	 , , : ..	 EPA	 EREC :: EX	 :: HEVSUH UU
i
-0.7139E 00 0.5920E-01
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